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Theme : Protected contact  
 

Questioners : Members of the working circle 

Nature of transmission : Verbal inspiration and automatic writing 

 

SPIRITUAL TEACHERS and 

MESSENGERS of LIGHT : ARON, AELIUS, ALBERT, BALTASAR, BARTHOLOMEUS 

  EMANUEL, EUPHENIUS, JOAHIM, LUKAS, LEONHARD 

  MICHAEL, MAGDALENA, TIMOTHY. 

 

Visitors so far : AMENDON, TAI SHIIN, ELIAS. 

 

 

 

In t roduc t ion :  

GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! We are 
welcoming all present from the OTHER WORLD very cordially. ”Where two or three are 
assembled in my NAME there I’ll be right in the middle of them,” these CHRISTIAN 
WORDS shall guide all our meetings. We will do this work in HIS NAME so that it will serve 
everybody. Only HE is able to send authorized TEACHERS so that we can receive the 
TRUTH. We ask CHRIST to bless all present here with HIS spiritual PROTECTION so that 
we won't be a plaything for the antagonist of GOD. We know that we have to make the 
greatest contribution ourselves. – Our destination is to grow through spiritual TEACHING, 
then to be able to distribute the TRUTH there where it can fall on fertile ground. We are 
asking for GUIDANCE so that our mission on Earth will be justified. We cannot reach this 
destination under our own steam, without spiritual HELP. We thank all HELPERS from the 
OTHER WORLD who support us in this. In this sense we are hoping for a blessed and en-
lightening evening. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE: 
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You could save yourself a lot of fear and anxiety if you would ask the SPHERES of LIGHT to HELP 

you. Do not look for advice and guidance from mundane sources. Rather look for spiritual CON-

TACT. Seek out a place of tranquillity and peace and reinforce your certainty that the POWER of 

GOD is active within you. 

 

 

Greetings to all those present and the start of questions. 

 

 

EUPHENIUS: GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD and PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

   May the LORD be with you. This is EUPHENIUS speaking. This evening tonight is 

something special for me, a premiere, as I’m allowed to lead and guide this circle. It 

isn’t always easy to find souls on this Earth that will carry out this work in the NAME 

of GOD, without fear. A new chapter begins tonight and I hope in the name of every-

body, that the WORD of GOD and the INDOCTRINATIONS accomplish their aim 

and have an appropriate effect. 

 

Participant : We also hope for the same effect. This theme is all about publishing important IN-

FORMATION from you, which will make safe CONTACT with the SPHERES of 

LIGHT possible.  

 

EUPHENIUS: It would be desirable if many souls would become more mindful through your work 

of the fact that there is more than only what your sensory organs experience here on 

Earth. We would like to clarify something that concerns us as spiritual ENTITIES. It 

is very important to make it very clear to you of just how we, as spiritual ENTITIES 

can co-operate with you as beings from planet Earth. 

 

  We don’t possess a physical body any more, but consist of LIGHT ENERGIES, 

which amplify and heighten by degrees. This LIGHT and these FIELDS of VIBRA-

TIONS heighten in line with one’s upward progress through the SPHERES of 

LIGHT. 

 

  We, as LIGHT BEINGS are connected with the ORIGINAL SOURCE. Imagine it as 

a light source that is connected with a power station. We are connected to HIGHER 

PLACED ENTITIES, which communicate INFORMATION and also REFER-

ENCES. The connection runs on various LEVELS; it would be difficult to explain it 

to you differently.  

 

  HIGHER PLACED ENTITIES and HIGHER PLACED ANGELS (Archangels) are 

not able to make direct contact with you here on Earth. The RATE of VIBRATION 

that emanates from these ENTITIES would burn you. You wouldn’t be able to physi-

cally stand this high FREQUENCY OSCILLATION. 

 

  During our time spend here co-operating with you, we are also protected by ENTI-

TIES that establish a PROTECTIVE CIRCLE. This PROTECTIVE CIRCLE is not 

only important for you, but also for us, it helps us to adjust and equalise our FRE-

QUECES during our evening sessions. Every evening session demands a very high 

number of EQUALISATION LEVELS, giving us the opportunity to make contact 

with you here. It takes quite some time to secure earthly regions for us and to equalise 
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them ENERGETICALLY to a degree that makes it possible to make contact through 

you. 

 

  It was important to mention this and to take it for what it is, namely a clue that we 

need your LIGHT ENERGY and your thought-vibrations to be able to convert our 

work and to reach you. But this is only possible if these prerequisites are present: 

 

 Trust and faith in DIVINITY 

 and the belief that nothing will happen that you don’t want to happen. 

  

  You have the opportunity to suspend and even break off contact with us at any time. 

We will never undertake an assignment you’re not ready for, without the consent of 

your HEART and your INNER LIGHT.  

 

  This should be enough for now to shed some light into this darkness. We would like 

to add that you should utilise these sessions to ask some complementary questions, 

additional questions and repeat elucidations, so you’re able to communicate this 

theme completely and concretely.  

 

Question : Where does the great interest in the occult by more and more people in our “enlight-

ened” times, that is to say, for the mysterious and the hidden come from, something 

inscrutable to our five senses, even though one places so much importance in common 

sense and the sciences these days? 

 

EUPHENIUS: One of the reasons for this is that mankind is satiated by impulses that act upon it 

from external sources. To perceive and experience the extraordinary, something not 

anchored within your social norm, has always had its attraction. It is a little DOOR 

that allows oneself an understanding that there is more to experience than what your 

senses can convey to you. 

 

 You should be mindful of not being able to differentiate between GOOD and evil!  

 

Question : CHRIST talked about a “SPIRIT of THRUTH” he was going to send. Who or what 

did CHRIST mean by that? 

 

  John 16: 12-13: I have much more to tell you, but now it would be too much for you 

to bear. When, however, the spirit comes, who reveals the truth about God, he will 

lead you into all the truth. He will not speak on his own authority, but he will speak of 

what he hears and will tell you of things to come.”  

 

 

EUPHENIUS: The “SPIRITS of TRUTH” are those ENTITIES here on Earth, which try to bring 

GOD’S TRUTH via mediums to this planet. In those days, JESUS wasn’t able to con-

vey it to his disciples. But the time has come to spread GOD’S TRUTH on planet 

Earth. Mediums will proliferate on this planet and will convey the WORD of GOD to 

the world’s population, to announce the WORD of GOD - the true WORD of GOD. 

Not the dogmatic utterances of the Churches sometimes misunderstood and often not 

correctly rendered. It isn’t one particular ANGEL that sends these MESSAGES here, 

what we achieve here is also a part of what is written in that REVELATION. 
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 We are all a PART of GOD and belong to the “Holy Spirit”, which in turn be-

longs to GOD. 

 

On the other hand, the SANTINER are also a MOUTHPIECE of GOD and pass on 

their PREDICTIONS and PROPHECIES. They are also GOD’S SERVANTS trying 

to transform the WORD on behalf of GOD here on Earth. 

 

Question : You maintain that the time is now to spread GOD‘S TRUTH. Why particularly now? - 

Has CONTACT with the spiritual realm only recently been established? 

 

EUPHENIUS: There existed a few isolated seers and prophets in those days. They were recognised 

by their community and treated reverently and thoughtfully. 

 

 We are now at a point in time where the TRANSFORMATION into a NEW AGE 

has begun and it is important that this step can transpire within the LIGHT of 

GOD. 

 

Question : The actual act of redemption by CHRIST is supposed to take CHRIST to the realm of 

Lucifer to take away his suggestive POWER over human souls. Ever since that time, 

all the souls living in darkness are supposed to have the opportunity to undertake their 

way back into the LIGHT voluntarily. The defector may now only try to sway the 

souls he can contact through promises and cunning. Is this correct? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is correct. It is typified by the divine free will every soul has been given, so it can 

decide whether to go into the darkness or into the LIGHT. 

 

Question : Let’s assume that CHRIST had lost HIS spiritual BATTLE, would psychic contact 

and work within a circle still be possible? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It would still be possible, but the development of mankind would be blocked and you 

wouldn’t be prepared to return to the REALM of GOD. 

 

Participant : From you point of view, is there an increase of negative thought-energies emanating 

from us to record? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It would be difficult to give you a percentage figure to make this quite clear. Take into 

consideration that people are subject to very strong VIBRATIONAL VARIATIONS 

and that their thoughts don’t express themselves on a conscious level only, but also by 

all the things that stream into people on a daily basis. It is therefore very hard for us to 

answer this. To make it more plausible to you I will put the POWER struggle between 

GOOD and evil into words: 

 

 The struggle between GOOD and evil has existed from time immemorial. You live 

on a planet where duality is the LAW. This LAW cannot be redressed by the CRE-

ATOR or by ANGELIC BEINGS. 

 Be therefore mindful of your thoughts and of everything you do! 

 

  You are only responsible for yourself and not for the actions of others! Be assured that 

Earth has ENTITIES that GUARD it, “doctors” if you like, that will heal this planet. 
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Question : Could one talk about an increase in negative human thoughts here on Earth, if you 

look back over the last 20 to 30 years and take this period of time as a measuring 

stick? 

 

EUPHENIUS: If you apply this timeframe in your equation, we can tell you quite succinctly that an 

increase of negativity hasn’t happened to a higher degree. 

 

Question : Experience tells us that the “impossibilities” from yesterday become a matter of 

course today and today’s utopia will become the reality of tomorrow. This factual ex-

perience doesn’t just apply to the technical irrelevances of out life, but even more so 

for the spiritual REGIONS, which include the fallow lying psychic abilities of people. 

What must take place before these existing abilities can be splendidly experienced? 

 

 EUPHENIUS: The willingness of people to believe that this actually exists. That ANGELS, 

WORLDS and SPHERES, which are mostly rejected or regarded as non-existent 

places or even as lunacy, do exist, reinforced by the dogmatic behaviour of the 

world’s Churches. 

 

 Only those that can feel, perceive and give trust, TRUST in GOD and the LOVE of 

GOD within themselves can do psychic work. 

 

Question : Must a conscious identity of the “ego“ with “self”, therefore the exterior man with the 

INNER man, be realised? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is written: “As within so without.” - A god-fearing person will express his humility, 

his charity to the world, all those things that were called divine LAWS, and he will al-

so act accordingly rendering what GOD planted within him, revealing HIS INNER 

LIGHT and HIS LOVE, something HE gave to us and to you as human beings. 

 

Question : Does this superimposition of “INSIDE” and “OUTSIDE” create those POWERS one 

calls “metaphysical”, “ESP” or “psychic” or are these POWERS already there? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These POWERS are available and will attract elements like VIBRATIONS, appari-

tions and especially phenomenon. 

 

Interjection : But especially with apparitions and phenomenon the graving for sensations is imme-

diately rearing its head. 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is what GOD gave you your mind for and where control over this situation ought 

to take place. You have to assess where the ego predominates or where GOD’S WILL 

is actually present. 

 

Participant : But especially the mind is often regarded as a hindrance in regards to all sorts of 

things within esoteric circles. But according to what you tell us, the mind has an im-

portant role to play, namely a controlling function. 

 

EUPHENIUS: Otherwise it wouldn’t be there. Everything has its positive value and ought to be used 

positively in a divine sense. If you didn’t have a mind, all human beings dealing with 

spiritual matters wouldn’t recognise the true I AM, the true SELF and the DIVINITY 
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within and would end up in spheres where they couldn’t attend to GOD”S PLAN for 

themselves as an entity, and couldn’t figure out why they were here on Earth. 

 

Comment : A lot f times our mind is regarded as a resistor. 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is the balance, teaching you to review what is predominant: the HEART, the inner 

WORTH or whatever is perceived from external sources. 

 

Question : Is the following passage from the First Letter to the Corinthians, Chapter 14, to be 

regarded as an invitation to apply ones own psychic abilities? 

 

  “Set your hearts on spiritual gifts, especially the gift of proclaiming God’s message. 

The one who speaks in strange tongues does not speak to others but to God, because 

no one understands him. He is speaking secret truths by the power of the spirit. But 

the one who speaks to people and gives them help, encouragement and comfort. The 

one who speaks in strange tongues helps only himself, but the one who proclaims 

God’s message helps the whole Church… 

 

EUPHENIUS: These are very important maxims, indicating once again what you should learn and 

what is important to you. 

 

 “Prophecies” are MESSAGES from other SPHERES that don’t always proclaim 

consoling words but also WORDS of warning. They are not subjected to the same 

legalities you are subjected to here on Earth, but are free from any coercion and 

dogmatic characteristics. The WORD of GOD is an open WORD, accessible and 

attainable to everybody. The WORD of GOD has the POWER to lead you, as 

souls, to a hitherto secret WORLD. 

 What you hear spoken in Church, “in strange tongues” as it were, the misinter-

preted doctrine, does not meet with GOD’S approval. The fact that we are dis-

owned and that your soul is declared dead, even though your designation is com-

pletely different, represents a disregard.  

 

Participant : This answer gives Chapter 14 of the First Letter to the Corinthians a completely dif-

ferent aspect. Many esoteric circles equated the “speaking in strange tongues” with 

speaking in a psychic trance and not as the monologues of the priests. 

 

EUPHENIUS: When talking about “speaking in strange tongues” one actually means the human 

tongue that speaks “in the NAME of GOD” here on Earth, but doesn’t possess GOD’S 

WISDOM. 

 

Question : Chapter 14 of the First Letter to the Corinthians goes on saying: 

 

  “So when I come to you, my brothers, what use will I be to you if I speak in strange 

tongues? Not a bit, unless I bring you some revelation from God or some knowledge 

or some inspired message or some teachings. Take such lifeless musical instruments 

as the flute or the harp - how will anyone know the tune that is being played unless 

the notes are sounded distinctly? And if the man who plays the bugle doesn’t sound a 

clear call, who will prepare for battle? In the same way, how will anyone understand 

what you are talking about if your message given in strange tongues is not clear? 

Your words will vanish in the air. 
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  For if I pray in this way, my spirit prays indeed, but my mind has no part in it. What 

should I do then? I will pray with my spirit, but I will also pray with my mind; I will 

sing with my spirit, but I will also sing with my mind. When you give thanks to God 

in spirit only, how can an ordinary person taking part in the meeting say “Amen” to 

your prayer of thanksgiving? He has no way of knowing what you are saying. Even if 

your prayer of thanks to God is quite good, the other person is not helped at all. I 

thank God that I speak in strange tongues much more than any of you. But in Church 

worship, I would rather speak five words that can be understood, in order to teach 

others, than speak thousands of words in strange tongues. 

 

  So then the gift of speaking in strange tongues is proof for unbelievers, not for believ-

ers, while the gift of proclaiming God’s message is proof for believers, not for unbe-

lievers.”  

 

  This is what I mean my brothers. When you meet for worship, one person has a hymn, 

another a teaching, another a revelation from God, another a message in strange 

tongues, and still another the explanation of what is being said. Everything must be of 

help to the Church. If someone is going to speak in strange tongues, two or three at 

the most should speak, one after the other, and someone else must explain what is be-

ing said.  

 

  Two or three who are giving God’s message should speak, while the others are to 

judge what they say. 

 

  So then, my brothers, set your heart on proclaiming God’s message, but do not forbid 

the speaking in strange tongues. Everything must be done in a proper and orderly 

way.  

 

EUPHENIUS: There is no need for us to add anything to this, because this is GOD’S TRUTH. 

 

Question : What has to be paid attention to, to be able to make positive CONTACT with the spir-

itual realm? 

 

  (TB: That is important!) 
 

LUKAS : An important question. Well, everything always comes back to the same old 

TRUTHS and RULES, which have always had their validity right from the beginning. 

Not just here on Earth, where people find it so very hard to deal with these contacts, 

but these RULES have validity on all the inhabited planets throughout the universe. 

The most important RULE when making protected CONTACT is an inner BOND 

with GOD. Meaning: 

 

 Faith in GOD and HIS REALM must be present. 

 

But a little doubt might certainly creep in here and there, that is to say, doubt about 

the contact, respectively, what the content is concerned.  

 

 Doubting the EXISTENCE of GOD can quickly turn a contact negative and the 

transmissions are then not intermingled with the great TRUTHS. 
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What is also of great importance is that a great relationship of trust to the individual 

SPIRIT GUIDES exist, otherwise there is the danger here that illicit CONTACTS are 

established. Therefore: 

 

 Faith and a growing trust are essential prerequisites for a positive connection!  

 

The more you can practice and fortify this, the easier it is for us, to transmit those 

things we want to transmit. Everything else would signify a disturbance and the 

transmission would be worthless to you. 

 

Question : What would you consider to be the lowest number of people necessary within a circle, 

so that a protected meeting can take place?  

 

EUPHENIUS: This all depends on how the group is configured, that is to say, just how willing it is to 

use their hearts to do this work. On a scale from one to ten, it takes some insight to 

see just how strong their inner willingness is to undertake this ASSIGNMENT with 

the help of the SPIRITUAL REALM. The number of GUARDIAN SPIRITS adapts 

itself to the intensity of the work done by the circle. To lay s solid foundation, about 

10,000 GUARDIAN SPIRITS are necessary to start with. 

 

 The prerequisite to start spiritual work by making CONTACT with SPIRITUAL 

ENTITES is at least three to four people. 

 

There have to be made distinctions when talking about psychic work, because there 

are areas where a medium can work on its own. To work with us on a regular basis 

and to undertake an ASSIGNMENT in a divine SENSE, it is necessary to have at 

least that number of people present. 

 

Question : Does this mean that if somebody tells us at the last moment that they can’t attend, that 

we can still continue with our meeting? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Only to a certain degree, because you have to take into consideration that from an 

ENERGETIC point of view, you don’t always fulfil the requirements. We have to 

chop and change the VIBRATIONS very often. There are meetings that can certainly 

be arranged with three people. But the fourth person is necessary to always guarantee 

the POWER and ENERGY POTENTIAL. 

 

Question : Is there also a maximum of participants that shouldn’t be exceeded? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Working with circles on Earth has shown that because of the differences within the 

human characteristics and peculiarities, a number between eight to ten should be con-

sidered the highest number of people within a circle. Here also energetic IMPULSES 

are often causing disturbance and make work more difficult from a divine VIEW-

POINT. 

 

Question : And what effect do visitors have? 
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EUPHENIUS: If the foundation, as we have discussed it at the beginning, is stable, secure and solid, 

it is certainly possible, having discussed it beforehand, to welcome guests into the cir-

cle.  

 

Question : Assuming that a person can’t manage to assemble the minimal numbers for a circle, 

but absolutely wants to establish a practical and protected contact with the positive 

SPIRITUAL REALM. What type of CONTACT would you suggest to such a person? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It depends on the stability of the soul of this person. There are mediums - mind you 

they are automatic writing mediums - that by all means work on their own, which 

have created PROTECTION around themselves and such a DIVINITY within them-

selves that it is certainly possible to send messages there. One ought to test oneself 

very carefully to see whether this stability and this LIGHT are present within! Other-

wise the DOORS to the dark WORLD could open. 

 

Question : Would you categorically warn against psychic loners? 

 

 EUPHENIUS: Once again this is a very difficult question to answer. 

 

 For added safety we would always advice to work within a group, making sure 

that a positive CONTACT can be established. 

 

Question : Is there a non-divine psychic ability? 

 

 EUPHENIUS: Everything comes from GOD. GOD is the GENESIS of everything and every-

thing emerges from the divine SOURCE. Everything that takes place on Earth hap-

pens in the NAME of GOD, through the free will imparted to you by GOD to help 

you decide, is a part of GOD in that SENSE, even that, which comes from the dark 

POWER. 

 

Objection : Accordingly, wars are also within GOD’S PLAN? 

 

EUPHENIUS: You are the ones that must decide through your actions about what will take place. 

GOD will not interfere to stop you from such actions. This is a GIFT from GOD you 

have to retain and guard it like a treasure. Only the negative didn’t receive free will 

from GOD, but is a product of the antagonist of GOD. 

 

Question : Do the negative force their will upon us? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Whether you want to accept this or not is up to you. It is your decision and it’s your 

responsibility to either accept it or reject it. Human beings are entities that can also 

emanate negative conditions. Consider: You live within a duality! 

 

 Duality is only rescinded once you pass over into the spiritual realm. 

 

Question : Are the psychic, respectively, the spiritual ACCESSES the same for everybody? 

 

LUKAS : No. Everybody has to be approached differently. Most people are not aware of this. 

But we can recognise it and tell you what to concentrate on so this LITTLE DOOR 

can be opened. For many people, this can grow into a huge PORTAL. 
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Question : Do you apply various strategies when working with a medium? 

 

LUKAS : From the positive side, it is prearranged by the CREATOR. In the negative world, 

everyone tries to approach a human being in their own way.  

 

Question : What is of importance when carrying out psychic work, to protect oneself from nega-

tive entities? 

 

  (TB: HELP!) 
 

LUKAS : Once the two points I mentioned are fulfilled, the next step then is to learn how to 

deal with the LIGHT that comes from the CREATOR. 

 

 You have to learn to work with LIGHT! 

 

We should deal with this under a special subject matter to make this clear to you. This 

is a suggestion from us; it will help to complete your long list of subject matters. 

 

Question : Just how does spiritual PROTECTION work in regards to spiritual healing? How 

should a spiritual healer protect himself? 

 

LUKAS : Let’s clear this up right away: There are no special PROTECTIVE MEASURES here 

that are different from other psychic activities. Whenever someone deals with the spir-

itual realm, respectively, is looking for contact, he should be asking himself the ques-

tion of why he’s seeking this connection. Therefore: 

 

 In regards to healing, the healer ought to test his motivation for healing very 

thoroughly, otherwise he might end up a patient himself! 

 

  The motivation should always be LOVE for one’s fellow man and thereby also for 

GOD. To only LOVE GOD and not HIS CREATION cannot be considered as some-

thing positive and is to be seen as inappropriate in regards to a positive connection. 

 

  It is also of importance that a short, inner prayer, without verbal expressions, is to be 

performed. In a similar fashion to the way you ask for PROTECTION for the day and 

the night, every morning respectively every evening. 

 

  Once this has taken place one can begin to work with the LIGHT in HIS NAME. 

Meaning: asking right away whether the person concerned may be help at all. -  This 

is an intuitive feeling and cannot be explained by me in greater detail. If this question 

has been answered to one’s satisfaction by one’s inner feelings, the LIGHT of GOD 

can be attracted, respectively, called upon and with this LIGHT can now be worked in 

HIS NAME, to the benefit of man. This alone would be worth a further subject mat-

ter! 

 

Question : Does the VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY of a medium change when it makes contact 

with the spiritual realm? 
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LUKAS : The VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY of the medium ought to have been assimilated 

beforehand, that is to say, before attempting contact with our FREQUENCY. This is 

accomplished through meditation. Let’s say that we kind of meet you half  way. The 

better or the closer you come to us, the simpler is will be for us and the purer will be 

the transmission, therefore free of any mental human deliberation.  

 

  (TB: This is good to know -, need tranquillity!) 
 

Question : Does the aura of the medium undergo changes when making contact? 

 

LUKAS : The aura continuously changes and a deep meditation will make it turn into a white-

bluish, penetrating FLOOD of LIGHT. The interplay of colours of your aura gives us 

an indication of your inner interest, that is to say, your mental state. To establish an 

uncontaminated contact, it is to be advisable to maintain a high level, that is to say, 

maintain these colours. 

 

Question : Does the brainwaves pattern of the medium change during psychic contact? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, but these also change whilst the medium is in a completely different state. 

 

Question : People tend to realise more and more that they can’t cope with the problems progress 

and prosperity bring with them. Prosperity didn’t bring the longed for contentment. 

The heart of people remained empty, in spite of consumerism and gratification. One 

now expects transcendental EXPERIENCES to still one’s zest for life, something 

prosperity couldn’t fulfil. Are these expectations justified? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We have to say no to this, because it deviates from the reality. What is of importance 

is that - every one here on this planet - starts to look within and begins to perceive 

themselves as a person - and the most important thing is that they accept themselves 

as divine entities, carrying a part of GOD within. Only under these circumstances will 

it be possible for them to look after their well-being and create a quality of life; so that 

these people can rest easy within themselves and achieve a quality of life that allows 

them to proceed into a new life without care. 

 

Question : Is spiritualism, as it is practiced today, more of a spare time occupation or has it be-

come a life support system? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This once again has to be regarded from two different angles: There are people that 

regard it as a spare time thing, a game, as something whereby one satisfies one’s own 

requirements. These people are engaged in finding their own inner satisfaction. This is 

the wrong way and often ends with the negative ENERGIES take control of these ide-

as.  

 

  The second angle is something that has taken place for over thousands of years, be it 

with native tribes or people, which have a close affinity with other ENTITIES, AN-

GELS and NATURE SPIRITS, people who understand that everything is related and 

intertwined. It can only be regarded as one single UNIT. It is important to recognise 

this, that you don’t represent the Crème de la Crème, but only a part of a giant divine 

puzzle. 
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Question : The research results indicate that every entity and every building block contains it 

own consciousness, whose levels of experience are ranged within the OVERALL VI-

BRATIONAL PATTERN of the cosmos. If someone pursues a protected or even an 

unprotected psychic activity, how does this transfer to the TOTALIY, to the 

WHOLE? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Just like using a micro-chip, all of this INFORMATION and everything you do here 

is shared, through the divine SOURCE of LIGHT, with other ENTITIES and is con-

nected with everything that is taking place in this regard. You are a small fraction of 

many little FREQUENCES, which are gathered together to form one great BEAM of 

LIGHT, which sails around this world.  

 

Question : All the nations of the world are connected with each other through the internet. Could 

this situation be used as a comparison to omni-connectedness -, if it applies to some-

thing small it equally applies to something large? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is a good example, it makes it easier for mankind to understand the NETWORK 

that is actually hidden behind the Earth and the WORD of GOD.  

 

Question : This mutual connectedness we find ourselves in, this so-called GREAT UNITY, is 

therefore an enormous NETWORK. If this NET is touched on any one of its ends, that 

is to say, when disharmonies are created somewhere, do all the THREADS of the 

spiritual NETWORK also move?  

 

EUPHENIUS: These THREADS also receive the VIBRATIONS, whereby a great STREAM of EN-

ERGY comes into being, akin to the effect a stone has when thrown into water. There 

also energetic fields of vibration are released. They radiate across many meters to the 

outside. 

 

Question : Is this the reason why the Earth has to be pacified first, so that the GREAT UNITY 

doesn’t suffer too much unrest? 

 

EUPHENIUS: You are a part of this PLAN of EXISTENCE and this PLAN of EXISTENCE can 

only come to a conclusion, once the people here on Earth have been guided into the 

LIGHT of GOD. 

 

Question : What actually happens to this enormous NET, when somewhere in some physical 

world disharmonies are created? 

 

EUPHENIUS: HOLES develop, wherein LOSSES of ENERGY are recorded. Similar to a run in a 

stocking, where one hole follows another. These HOLES must be refilled with posi-

tive ENERGY. 

 

Question : How great is the influence of this positive ENERGY on the individual person? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The actual influence is by the ASSIGNMENTS the GUARDIAN ANGELS, ENTI-

TIES and ANGELS that surround you, take on. They repeatedly try to guide you to-

wards this FIELD of VIBRATION and to connect you with this STREAM of LIFE. It 

doesn’t always succeed or only partially and a constant QUALITY of LIGHT isn’t 

possible. 
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Question : Couldn’t the GUARDIAN ANGEL shield its charge from personal disharmonies, so 

that this enormous NETWORK doesn’t unnecessarily stress it? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This would be too simple, because your way of life and your own decision making 

would be interrupted. The GUARDIAN ANGEL can only try to influence you and 

send you IMPULSES through your thoughts. You are the ones that should develop in-

to a DISPLAY of LIGHTS.  

 

Objection : But this is of far reaching importance, if one takes the existence of other inhabited 

planets into account. If something disharmonious happens here on earth, be it some-

thing trivial or be it something as crucial as a war, these VIBRATIONS would trans-

fer through the NET ALLIANCE to inhabited planets, which might be very peace lov-

ing. Do I see this correctly? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This isn’t possible, because this Earth has a very special PROTECTIVE SHIELD, 

which your negativity can’t penetrate.  

 

Question : According to Professor Heisenberg, the observer and the observed object can’t be 

separated from each other, in the same way an elementary particle cannot be studied 

outside its natural context. This means that every observation influences the observed 

object and changes it. If we turn our attention to something do, do we direct Energy 

towards it and thereby influence it? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is quite correct. But there is a whole lot more. But it is very hard to make this 

comprehensible for you. Every one of your actions has an equal action somewhere 

else. Everything has a cause and an effect. You are always connected through an in-

visible BAND. You are connected with your thoughts, your feelings, your LOVE, 

your LIGHT and with everything that distinguishes you as a person of quality and 

with what GOD gave you as a GIFT. All of this, whether positive or negative, is akin 

to a merry-go-round: Somewhere along the line it will always come back to you.  

 

Question : If we take this knowledge in regards to the medium into account, when it concentrates 

on the automatic writing, it must therefore influence the transmission. How can one be 

sure that the transmission from the spiritual realm doesn’t actually originate from the 

subconscious of the medium? 

 

EUPHENIUS: You have to look at it like this: When a medium or for that matter any human being 

opens up to the spiritual world, trust, divine reverence and humility in regards to the 

transmitted is initially called for. - To add to this is the fact that during the mediums 

meditations, it has already co-operated so that it can carry out its psychic assignment. 

The VIBRATIONS between the SPIRITUAL TEACHER and the medium have to be 

tuned like the frequencies of a radio through its antenna.  

 

 The SENDER and the RECEIVER must be on a certain LEVEL to be able to work 

together. 

 

The medium offers its services as a tool and the muscle reflexes that move the hand 

that does the writing are directed through IMPULSES. That a transmission is some-

times intermingled by subconscious thoughts cannot be denied. This is why the high-
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est LAW of psychic work applies here, namely review and safeguard. The things we 

already talked about are important here: namely to ensure PROTECTION and to 

make sure that one is actually dealing with a positive connection. 

 

But one can’t rule out that fact that the medium might add some information out of its 

subconscious. This doesn’t necessarily mean that this additional INFORMATION 

must be wrong or negative, because these are thoughts that surfaced through inspira-

tion and impulses from what’s within you. Consider the fact that you also bring with 

you your own SOURCE of INFORMATION, which acts as a point of contact for us 

SPIRITUAL ENTITIES! 

 

Question : There are people who constantly think about possible difficulties confronting their life 

and also think about failing as a medium and thereby continuously supply their inner 

disharmony with new ENERGY. How can one change this situation? 

 

EUPHENIUS: What happened here is that the first initial stage wasn’t present: Where is the TRUST 

in GOD that has to be there in order to carry out this work? - 

 

 No unencumbered psychic work is possible, if the medium doubts everything right 

from the start and always questions itself. This situation doesn’t give us any op-

portunity to break through this VIBRATIONAL REFLEX, because the medium 

build its OWN PROTECTIVE SHIELD around itself, something we have to re-

spect. 

 

It is not within our character to estrange mediums, if they are not ready within them-

selves to do this kind o work. 

 

Question : One has observed that disharmonies between the cells of an organism indicate a lack 

of communication amongst themselves and within the immediate and also extended 

environment of the cells. The results are illnesses. Can one apply these observations 

analogically to psychic activities and are we treading on dangerous ground here? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Disharmonies always represent AREAS of DISTURBANCES, wherein psychic work 

cannot function very well. A medium should be in an even tempered emotional state, 

one that makes it possible to utilise the medium as a medium. Disharmony and dis-

turbances make it difficult to intertwine the different LEVELS of VIBRATION and 

this can result in false statements, misinterpretations and faulty transmissions.  

 

Question : The circumstance here on Earth resemble more and more a total obsession by the 

POWERS of violence and destruction. Does this make contact with the spiritual realm 

more dangerous and is a protected CONTACT more difficult to achieve? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is why it is so important that the SPIRITUAL REALM erects a PROTECTIVE 

SHIELD around the medium. Otherwise it wouldn’t be necessary for us to make such 

a great effort to arrange a meeting with you. It requires a very intensive and a very 

lengthy preparation to have such a protected meeting take place. It wouldn’t be all that 

easy to furnish positive psychic work here on Earth without the help of all the souls 

that erect a PROTECTIVE WALL here. - In other SPHERES, this PROTECTIVE 

WALL isn’t necessary when making CONTACT with ENTITIES and ANGELS. 
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What makes it so difficult is the fact that the negative naturally seek out those points 

where LIGHT emanates from the Earth. 

 

Question : Was it stupidity or arrogance that directed mankind into its present disharmony or was 

it their inescapable fate? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We would like to add that most of mankind is often distracted by what you here on 

Earth consider to be “good”, “comfortable” and also evil. When I say evil I mean to 

have the power over others and to strive for that, which GOD has send you as some-

thing positive, one way or another. This means: to have power over others is in your 

opinion to be “godlike”.  

 

 GOD doesn’t want to have this POWER over you, but HE would like for you to 

find your way back to you ORIGINAL SOURCE. This is why HE allows you all 

this freedom and doesn’t interfere in your destiny! 

 

A lot of things here on Earth are “homemade” -, as you’re apt to say. You model 

yourselves on what your neighbour is doing. You model yourselves by what politics 

is doing. You model yourselves on the differences of others. You try to swim with the 

current without realising that you’re the one’s that are drowning, because you still ha-

ven’t recognised your TRUE EXISTENCE. 

 

Question : Could GOD lead people more intensively towards the positive? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is certainly possible.  

 

Question : The question now arises as to why HE doesn’t do so? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Because you people here on Earth have received something from GOD: 

 

 Your freedom, 

 your free will,  

 your intelligence, 

 your spirit, 

 your mind, 

 your soul, 

 your heart. 

 

I ask you: Why do you listen to your primitive instincts and not to the pure LOVE 

within you?  

 

Question : How does the spiritual CONTACT with you function through our inspirational medi-

um? 

 

LUKAS : Well, this is quite a simple matter for us, you have to envisage that we sometimes tap 

into, respectively take control of, those centres of the brain that control the speech of 

the medium. As this only happens partially, the medium has the opportunity to inter-

rupt the flow of words at any stage. We are very pleased to say that our medium hard-

ly ever, well, I’d like to say never ever makes use of it. Because most of the time he’s 

quite aware of what’s going on. 
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  The difference in your case was that when you talked in a trance, you were not outside 

of your body, but your brain, respectively, the part of the brain responsible for speech 

was nearly completely taken control of for our purposes. You also could interrupt at 

any stage, but with this way of controlling the brain, it isn’t all that easy. Well, I have 

just explained two different psychic abilities. 

 

Question : How do your answers enter the brain of the medium? Via his thoughts? - Through 

inspiration? 

 

LUKAS : No, because the soul of the medium is actually outside of the physical body, that is to 

say, around the physical body. From this point on the brain is influenced through spir-

itual MEANS. The brain takes control of the body. If our medium allows us to take 

control of the speech centre, the transmission sounds like she does the talking, only 

that the SOURCE of the speech 

  is different.  

 

Question : What is the difference between semi and fully automatic writing? 

 

LUKAS : With semi-automatic writing we control the movement of the pencil though the brain. 

What actually takes place is that the medium releases a part of his or her brain into our 

control. It means that we have selected a part of the brain and specially trained it. This 

is the reason why the semi-automatic mediums can follow the flow of thoughts - per-

force overhear, because we are using a part of the brain. All the medium has to do is 

show a willingness that it would like to do this, we take over the rest with the co-

operation of the soul. My medium is presently between semi-automatic and fully-

automatic writing. It has been like this after only a few exercises. We like it like that, 

but we’ll see what else we can come up with. 

 

  When working fully-automatically, a SPIRITUAL ENTITY stand next to the medium 

and directly controls the pencil. But this needs complete absence of willpower. This 

isn’t really the right word, but unfortunately you have no other word, respectively, not 

the right vocabulary for it. But you could also regard it as a pre-stage to trance-

speaking -, but this doesn’t always have to be the case. -  

 

Generally speaking: When your thoughts are neutral, you give us the opportunity to 

work. The more neutral you manage to keep them, the better for us and for the trans-

mission! 

 

Participant : I myself have felt pressure on my hand when psychically drawing and writing, as if it 

was guided.  

 

LUKAS : This was an intermediate stage. You are both on the same level in this regard. You 

were there straight away and my medium needed some extra time. Specifically speak-

ing, the pressure you mentioned always happens during the transitional phase between 

semi-automatic and fully-automatic writing. This writing is flowing and its reaction 

depends on what the medium allows. 

 

Question : Are areas of the brain utilised by the SPIRITUAL GUARDIAN or are other mecha-

nisms used when working with a pendulum or a tensor? 
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LUKAS : No, but the aforementioned could principally also apply to the psychic pendulum and 

the psychic tensor. Here also everything works only as well as the medium allows. It 

is not as if we push the pendulum or the tensor. It is always a case of muscular reflex-

es under our influence. This means that we control this if we’re allowed to do so. 

Negative entities don’t ask whether a psychic person allows it or not. Therein lays the 

great danger! 

 

Question : Whereby can we recognise whether a negative ENTITY controls the tensor? Is it the 

way it moves or can one recognise it by its overall behaviour? 

 

LUKAS : Not really. - It is one’s inner attitude that makes a negative or positive CONTACT 

possible. Everyone knows his or her thoughts best and they know whether they be-

lieve and trust in GOD or not. The connection happens accordingly. 

 

Question : Should one also pray for protection when using a pendulum, a tensor or a dowsing 

rod? 

 

LUKAS : Every, I repeat, every CONNECTION with the spiritual realm - and the psychic ac-

tivities you mentioned are a part of this - make a plea for PROTECTION absolutely 

necessary! 

 

Comment : I don’t quite understand: You said that when working with a tensor, you stimulate the 

muscles of the medium so that the tensor moves. 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally, because we control this via the brain, respectively, take partial control 

of the brain. Negative ENTITIES can also do this. Bad luck, if this isn’t taken into ac-

count! 

 

Question : How does one work with a tensor? 

 

LUKAS : Well, that depends. Similar to automatic writing where a pencil is moved, it can take 

place on the one hand - let’s say “semi-automatic” - by the stimulation of the muscles 

of the medium by the SPIRITUAL GUIDE. On the other hand - “let’s say “fully-

automatic” - it can take place when a medium emanates ECTOPLASTIC FIELD-

ENERGY. These are the ENERGIES that move the pendulum and also the tensor. In 

your case my friend it is somewhere in between. You tend to gravitate towards the lat-

ter, which by the way is most important to us. 

 

Question : The movement of the tensor has nothing to do with one’s power of thoughts? 

 

 (TB: Nevertheless!) 
 

LUKAS : Nevertheless. - You said “power of thought” - we say “ECTOPLASTIC FIELD-

ENERGY”. It doesn’t mean that you move the pendulum with your thoughts, this 

would be psycho kinesis. No, they are actually thought-fields, that is to say, ENER-

GIES from you, but without content. It means, you don’t say:” My thought will move 

the tensor”. This thought energy is neutral and can therefore be utilised successfully 

by us, guiding the tensor. 
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Question : Not everybody can work with a tensor. Is it necessary to have some training, respec-

tively, is psychic ability necessary? 

 

  (TB: That’s correct.) 
 

LUKAS : Yes and no: Yes, if training is called for when you want to learn it and no if you were 

born with this gift or if it is latently present.  

 

Question : Is the danger that negative ENTITIES influence the practitioner of this type psychic 

work greater than with automatic writing? 

 

LUKAS : This danger is present with every psychic activity! It is therefore always, I repeat, 

always prudent to first ask CHRIST, the REPRESENTATIVE of GOD on this Earth, 

for permission and for adequate spiritual PROTECTION POTENTIALS.     

 

Question : How can a medium ascertain the suitability of a particular tensor? 

 

LUKAS : Tensors are like a well fitted suit, one has to try it out first. The various materials, 

weights etc. must be compatible with the experimenter. We therefore can’t recom-

mend a particular tensor. 

 

 The physical, no matter what shape it takes, is your concern. WE only concentrate 

on spiritual THINGS, something you either don’t know or wouldn’t know anything 

about. 

 

Question : What influence does this so-called OD have in regards to materialisations? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is the ENERGY that is essential to be able to materialise at all. The POWER of 

OD is transformed into CONVERSION ELEMENTS to create other LIFEFORMS. 

 

Question : How does the supply of the CONVERSION ELEMENTS that give the ghostly phan-

tom its shape take place? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The medium, in co-operation with the ENTITY it works with, are the supplier. It is an 

amalgamation of energetic CONTRIBUTIONS between the SPIRIT ENTITY and the 

medium.  

 

Question : As it operates between MAGDALENA and me? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s right. This wouldn’t be possible without the CONTRIBUTIONS of the ethereal 

ENERGY that MAGDALENA places at your disposal and your earthly contributions. 

 

Question : What prerequisites must be fulfilled for a materialisation to take place? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Divine trust above all and the ability to let go and allow other ENERGY VIBRA-

TIONS to flow through the body.  

 

Question : What additional seating arrangements are necessary to enable your side to accomplish 

a materialisation at all?  
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EUPHENIUS: It has to be ascertained whether all other participants of the circle are 100 % behind 

this experiment. The mental support and the ENERGY CONTRIBUTION of these 

thoughts are necessary to prepare the medium for this ASSIGNMENT. 

 

Question : According to your estimation, when can we expect the first materialisations within our 

circles? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We couldn’t tell you this within our timeframe. But what we can tell you is, that as far 

as your circle is concerned, the prerequisites are positive and that the work between 

MAGDALENA and the medium is progressing step by step. One important prerequi-

site is regular meditation and making mental contact with MAGDALENA, also a 

positive approach to these experiments and a plea to promote these experiments. - 

MAGDALENA would like to tell you that you should begin to receive her with your 

heart and to perceive her through your body, mentally giving her permission to work 

with your body. 

 

  (TB: Frustration gets in the way!) 
 

Comment : Reading various compositions and protocols one becomes aware that for instance a 

cabinet has to be available and that other preparations have to be made, if one wants 

to experience the phenomenon of materialisation. 

 

EUPHENIUS: We will only give you this communication only once we’re happy that the soul of 

Ilona is prepared and ready to perceive this ethereal VIRATIONAL BALANCE with 

her body.  

 

Question : What exactly takes place when contact with the SPIRITUAL REALM, respectively, 

with a SPIRIT GUIDE is made during the opening meditation?  

 

LUKAS : You place yourselves into the hands of the SPIRITUAL SIDE. People open up, that is 

to say, their aura opens, giving us the opportunity to work with them. This takes place 

on a mental basis, without the influence of the mind. Here too a PRAYER for PRO-

TECTION is called for!  

 

Question : What have we as members of this circle to ensure, respectively, what is necessary for 

our circle to begin positive circle work? 

 

LUKAS : I don’t understand your question. - You already have a positive connection and there-

fore you don’t have to try to achieve it. Please ask your question more precisely! 

 

Question:   I would like to find out what we personally, every one of us separately, can undertake 

for our positive PROTECTION, allowing us to guarantee and to make positive work 

within our circle possible? 

 

LUKAS : Let me give you a shortened version: 

 

  

1. Faith in GOD, the CREATOR. 

2. Recognition of JESUS CHRIST as HIS REPRESENTATIVE. 

3. Trust in divine GUIDANCE and 
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4. the release of one’s spirit. 

 

Question : Highly spiritual and psychic abilities are often depicted as entertaining and harmless 

by the mass media like the press, radio and television. What do you make of this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This indicates to us that people erase a lot from the true faith and from history, which 

shapes mankind and this Earth. It is ludicrous for them to assume that the harm they 

do here on Earth will remain undone. Many people recognise that the mass media 

spreads a lot of untruths and false information here on Earth. Even negative infor-

mation can have a positive effect whereby people looking for answers begin to weigh 

up what is wrong and what is right. It can also represent an entrance, where curiosity 

and knowledge come into play, where genuine information is found and where one 

begins the journey to explore the TRUTH. 

 

  All of the things you’ve mentioned are power positions full of negative VIBRA-

TIONS. The antagonist is not trying to honour the NAME of GOD here, but to ridi-

cule it and to belittle it. But this isn’t possible, because DIVINITY is present within 

every one of you. The negative side will find it very hard to convince all of mankind 

that there is no GENESIS and that, in spite of us SPIRIT ENTITIES here to tell you 

the TRUTH, everything is only a phantom world and a projection of your own being. 

 

Comment : Because the mass media denotes a lot of things to be harmless, many young people do 

not consider demons evil in the traditional sense of the word. Religious instructors re-

port that the antagonist of GOD seems to appear as an alternative to GOD more and 

more. The defector as rebel - who’s is surprised then that this idea finds favour with a 

lot of young people. 

 

EUPHENIUS: The younger generation misjudges the dangers that come from that side. Their bois-

terousness, their freedom and their willingness to experiment is misguiding them. And 

all of this happens, because parents and also religious educators, schools and the 

Churches are not capable of elucidating the WORD of GOD in a positive and enlight-

ened way. The Churches here on Earth hold no attraction for adolescent. It represents 

an annoyance to them! They don’t see the Church as a provider of FOOD for the 

SOUL, but only as a hindrance in regards of their personality and freedom. The way 

the younger generation is brought up these days is quite shameful. This is certainly 

not done in a divine SENSE. The story of GOD is for the younger generation a mere 

saga, without truth and without real inner meaning. They can’t gain anything positive 

out of this mundane religion.  

 

 This brings about addictions, drug dependences and all of the social problems this 

civilisation here on Earth is suffering from. 

 

True FAITH is destroyed by what you call “religious upbringing”. Juveniles cannot 

find positive access. The attractiveness is lacking! - The incentive to make contact 

with something different, something nebulous, something out of reach, something in-

teresting, this is where the antagonist sees his chances to visibly spread himself about. 

You know yourself that forbidden fruit has its attraction and the negative world takes 

advantage of this. 
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The Church has to learn to adapt to and to understand the thought processes of the 

younger generation. They lack the access to the young, which in turn would enable 

them to reach their soul and religious belief here on Earth could begin to do what it 

stands for and is here for. The young ones need assistance from their parents and from 

all of those that deal with them. It isn’t enough to hope and trust that the school or lat-

er on the Church will alight this divine SPARK. 

 

 

 You as parents here on Earth are the spiritual guides of your children that grow 

up around you and of their soul. You carry the responsibility for the fate of your 

children and thereby for the fate of this world. 

 

Question : Quite often it is curiosity, which tempts one to play dangerous games. One only wants 

to do something once, just to see what it’s all about. Is curiosity actually a good basis 

to ask spiritual questions? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Curiosity is the first step. Curiosity opens a LITTLE DOOR. Hidden behind it lies a 

longing for the true SELF. Curiosity will find the PATH that opens up a WORLD that 

was hereto unrecognised and unperceived. 

 

  After curiosity has been satisfied the decision will fall to see whether there are enough 

inner values present to continue after that first initial step. All the senses are sensitised 

and through this receive positive GUIDANCE, which is managed by SPIRIT ENTI-

TIES. 

 

  Dear friends, we must now end our questioning, because we have a longer break 

ahead of us (Winter holidays for some of the member of the circle) and we would like 

to discuss the framework for the future so that we can continue out meetings after this 

break without interferences: This circle has reached a level now where it is important 

to maintain this level! Our plea would therefore be that you should meditate intensive-

ly and that you mentally maintain contact with us during this time. 

 

 Try to attain contact with us in the morning or in the evening and contact us men-

tally.  

 It is important for both mediums to do some intensive meditation so that they can 

safeguard their contact with us. 

 It is also necessary that you mentally contact every single member of the circle 

once a day so that the FREQUENCY between you is maintained. 

 

We will continue with questions after this interval and will then discuss those meet-

ings that will follow after another interval (summer holidays). 

 

We ask you to observe this rule and to apply it, because it is important for our work. 

We will also maintain daily CONTACT with you and we’ll continue to work with 

you. 

 

We, the TEAM wish you a wonderful time. May the SPIRIT of GOD be with you. 

May your resolve strengthen and your TRUST in GOD grow. Courage, TRUTH and 

divine FAITH are your companion - not only now, but also in the future.  

* * * * * * * 
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EUPHENIUS: GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD and PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

  May the PEACE of GOD be with you. This is EUPHENIUS speaking. It is difficult to 

find one’s feet after this interval. We are pleased to be able to have an informative ex-

change for everybody this evening and that you will receive new KNOWLEDGE 

from us. We are pleased that everyone - not only you - but all the other ENTITIES 

that provide your PROTECTION, are so numerously represented here to accomplish 

this meeting in the NAME of GOD, because this is not something to be taken for 

granted. It makes it possible for us to make contact here with you and - to protect you. 

Time is of no major concern to us. The CREATOR also gives you time, time to work 

on yourselves and to mature; you must also learn to take time to go along your chosen 

path step by step. 

 

Question : Can we make verbal or written CONTACT with our personal GUARDIAN ANGEL 

within this circle? 

 

LUKAS : Well, every single one of you has contact with his or her GUARDIAN ANGEL. This 

however takes place on a mental basis. Very few people can receive and understand 

the words of their GUARDIAN ANGEL through their mind. 

 

 That GUARDIAN ANGELS will announce themselves verbally or in writing has 

not been provided for.  

 

Question : Can we correspond with ANGELS and ask them questions? 

 

LUKAS : We don’t like to call ourselves ANGELS, but who do you think you’re corresponding 

with here? 

 

Participant : A lady on television the other day calls herself a “translator and connecting tube to 

angels”. She makes contact with angels on a professional basis for a fee.  

 

LUKAS : Those that insist that they’re MASTERS are not. Genuine MASTERS work quietly in 

the background without asking for a fee! 

 

Question : Can you define the term “medium” in more detail? 

 

LUKAS : What we call “medium” is a mediator between the physical and the IMMATERIAL 

WORLD. 

 

Question : From your vantage point, how would you describe your work with a full-trance medi-

um?  

 

LUKAS : Well, when in a full-trance, the SPIRIT leaves his physical body and leaves it at the 

discretion of another ENTITY -, similar to an exchange of souls. But the original 

owner of the physical body remains connected to his body through the SILVER 

CORD, so that the ENERGY SUPPLY is guaranteed. Because of the complete take-

over of all mental FUNCTIONS, the original owner, the original spirit has the oppor-

tunity to undertake astral-like JOURNEYS. These JOURNEYS remain conscious 

within the normal day-consciousness and cannot be compared with dreams. 
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 A full-trance medium dies - one could call it that - a controlled and self-inflicted 

death, one that can be reversed thou, comparable to a near-death experience, 

even thou this comparison is a little lacklustre.  

 

The announced spirit takes control of the activity of the brain and the functions of the 

body. This is why he experiences problems of assimilation at the beginning. The orig-

inal owner leaves his physical body through the CROWN CHAKRA and also returns 

to it through this CHAKRA. 

 

Question : What are the prerequisites to actually achieve a full-trance state? 

 

LUKAS : It is purely a case of trust in us SPIRIT ENTITIES. Meaning, that if you manage to 

establish a high degree of trust in us and beyond that, want to work as a full-trance 

medium, then nothing will stand in the way of this line of work. We are not, that is to 

say the SPIRITUAL REALM is not the problem! 

 

Question : Is it desirable to strive for a full-trance medium-ship to make easier transmissions 

possible for you? 

 

  (TB: No.) 
 

LUKAS : You set the targets not us! - If you would say that: “as from now we make more fre-

quent use of the tape recorder” we would have to abide by this, even though the po-

tential of the circle would only be very limitedly fulfilled. We can and may not inter-

fere here at all! 

 

Question : How can we as a circle and the medium on its own recognise a deception, if for in-

stance the SPIRIT TEACHER cannot maintain contact and another SPIRIT ENITY 

announces itself, but under the name of the original SPIRIT TEACHER? 

 

LUKAS : By being open, that is to say, by engaging all of your senses to experience the present 

situation whilst writing, speaking or any other psychic activity. If this is successful at 

every meeting, you will become aware of any changes immediately. 

 

  Apart from that, it is impossible for an uncontrolled take-over of the medium to take 

place within an intact circle. Your own faith and trust in divine POWER and GUID-

ANCE protects you to a degree that makes this impossible. - But this delicate struc-

ture that represents a circle reacts to the smallest of changes! Because harmonious 

changes always and exclusively originate from people, a negative disturbance or a 

change of the SPIRIT ENTITY is certainly possible. It is all in your hands, the posi-

tive as well as the negative. We are and remain positive and we don’t have to struggle 

with this duality. 

 

Question : Do we understand this correctly: If the divine LAWS transmitted to us by you are 

trespassed against though human misbehaviour, it immediately affects the psychic 

ability and the spiritual CONNECTION?  

 

LUKAS : Everything to do with the spiritual affects psychic ability; be it a meditation that 

wasn’t done or be it the daily mental contact with us that wasn’t made and more.  
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 If your faith in GOD diminishes, every ATTEMPT to make CONTACT is like play-

ing with fire!  

 

To make it absolutely clear: We will never leave you and abandon this circle, unless 

you don’t want to carry on, respectively, withdraw the foundation for our co-

operation. 

 

Question : Are you in a manner of speaking a mirror image of our souls? 

 

LUKAS : We are a mirror image of this circle. If you’re spiritual you will gain HIGHER AC-

CESS, if you falter, the ACCESS will be adapted accordingly. Your will be done! 

 

Question : Because of the belittlement of spiritual practices by the mass media, more and more 

juveniles are dealing with the subject. One wants to experience the supernatural at 

first, but eventually one has to have them. One reaches out for them at first, but then 

can’t leave them alone anymore. Adverse effects are reported by mental health care 

practitioners, indicating thoughts of suicide and even suicide attempts. How do you 

see this problem? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This problem is multi-layered, because through this contact with the dark side, the 

dark side gains a foothold within the WINDOW of the SOUL of people. This contact 

initiates manipulations that influence the control of the soul. The soul isn’t in charge 

of the body in this situation, because the negative world controls the body, mind and 

soul though outside interference. These negative VIBRATIONS misguide the soul and 

make it ill. - The younger generation these days offers the dark side a large area of at-

tack, enabling them to spread their negative ENERGIES. Adolescence - or to use a 

better term, the souls presently on this planet often go the wrong way, because of false 

information or because they succumb to peer pressure. 

 

Question : How can we protect our adolescent from this? They don’t seem to wake up to this 

most of the time and one gets the impression of talking to a blank wall. 

 

EUPHENIUS: Because they don’t recognise it! They are caught within such a large web of infor-

mation that they are unable to distinguish between good or evil. One can only give 

them PROTECTION through explanation, information and through the LOVE one 

sends these people. This LOVE is provided by your thoughts and prevents the nega-

tive ENERGY from spreading further through the body. 

 

Comment : Should we present the results of our presently formulated theme to these groups and 

to people once we have finished? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It would be - how do you say - an appropriate preventive measure to bring about a 

change of attitude and a rethink before playing with fire. 

 

 Don’t underestimate the ability of the dark side to play the game! It fascinates 

many, because it is forbidden, taboo and shrouded in mystery. 

 

Curiosity is always a good ploy to catch these souls. Even thou curiosity can also be a 

very good guidepost for the positive SIDE to further the development of the pure soul. 
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Question : The bible warns about MAKING CONTACT. Church leaders point to a verse in the 

bible, DEUTERONOMY, Chapter 18, Verse 10-12: 

 

  “Don’t sacrifice your children in the fires on your altars; and don’t let your people 

practice divination or look for omens or use spells or charms, and don’t let them con-

sult the spirits of the dead. The LORD your GOD hates people who do these disgust-

ing things”.  

 

EUPHENIUS: This pronouncement by the Church is used as a shield by the Church to prevent them 

loosing their power here on Earth. This pronouncement has never been brought to 

Earth or been spread about by the spiritual side. It represents a tenet of faith of the 

Church and facilitates the distribution of the Christian doctrine here on Earth. It has 

nothing to do with GOD’S DOCTRINE and also nothing to do with the ASSIGN-

MENT GOD gave us here on Earth. When these pronouncements are made here on 

this planet, they don’t represent the TRUTH. 

 

 We represent one corroboration that contact is possible and important, that contact 

within a divine ASSIGNMENT can occur and that contact to further the mental 

development of mankind can take place with the LOVE of GOD. 

 

Question : How did these sentences end up in the bible? 

 

EUPHENIUS: In the early days of Christendom, seers were also respected as very important and 

venerable people here on this planet. A lot of other things were of greater importance 

to the Church in later years. Just think of the burning of witches at the stake, tortures 

and all the things the Church rejects because it threatens their position of power. A lot 

of the changes to Christendom the Church has made through the centuries are misrep-

resentations and not GOD’S WILL. 

 

Question : One of the larger newspapers stated: “People either live under the GUIDANCE of 

GOD or they’re possessed by the devil”. Is there a third option, a so-called neutral 

zone? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Because of the SPARK of GOD within every human being a decision is always asked 

for! Be it the belief to LOVE GOD or to accept the other darker divineness. People 

will always carry this duality within and will always have to ponder on which way 

they will chose, the white one or the black one. Man will always be in conflict with 

his inner conscience and will carry the following question all of his life here on Earth: 

What happens? 

 

Question : To what extent do you still carry this duality within you? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We have discarded this duality, because we have fulfilled the WAY of the LIGHT. 

We are BUNDLES of ENERGY and we consist of LIGHT. We have chosen our 

WAY once and for always. It is the WAY of GOD and the WAY as SERVANT of 

GOD here on Earth, to bring you these MESSAGES in a divine SENSE. 

 

  My friend, we would like to tell you that you should strengthen your faith and your 

trust in your work with the tensor and your GUARDIAN ANGEL. Your GUARDIAN 

ANGEL works in a very positive way with you and you can place your trust in the 
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message you receive through your co-operation with him. Strengthen this trust and 

you will feel inside whether the answers you receive are correct or whether you have 

to ask some additional inspirational questions.  

 

Question : Many mediums experience a certain intensified coldness during their psychic work. 

With other mediums this seems less pronounced. What is the cause of this? 

 

LUKAS : This is connected with their circulation and also how deep they have managed to go 

during their meditation. There are various factors. One’s inner preparedness is also an 

important point. There are also mediums that don’t have this circulatory problem. 

 

Question:  What are the long term effects of negative CONTACTS for people? 

 

LUKAS : The effects are terrible, because your LIFE-FORCE is drained from you. You have to 

be aware of the fact that demons, respectively, ENTITIES from the dark side do not 

receive any LIFE-FORCE from GOD, but gather their POWER from people.1 It can 

happen that negative thoughts, representing VIBRATIONS, attract these negative 

ENTITIES and thereby contact is established. To sever this CONTACT is usually be-

yond the capability of most people. Most of the time the end result is a trip to a psy-

chiatrist. This withdrawal of LIFE-ENERGY can reach a point where the affected 

person can’t see a way out and commits suicide. By doing so, he thinks that he can es-

cape the negative. But because of his ignorance, life really begins in earnest then. 

This might seem incredible to you but for the person in question it is a bitter pill to 

swallow. 

 

Question : How can one tell whether one is dealing with negative ENTITIES? 

 

LUKAS : Quite simple to answer: You will not be left in peace, not even during the night. You 

will be woken up at night suffering from terrible attacks or things go round and round 

in your head that are not of your making, but are suggested to you through the POW-

ER of alien thoughts. Someone equipped with spiritual knowledge - and that really is 

the prerequisite here - will recognise just who is goading and stalking him. A solemn 

prayer and a plea for HELP based on genuine faith and trust in GOD might help here, 

but not immediately. 

 

  The negative WORLD attempts this with everyone who deals with the LIGHT. They 

are trying to dissuade you from your chosen path so that you once again join those 

that are against GOD and are planning the destruction that this power of thought 

brings with it.  

 

 Don’t underestimate the POWER of thoughts! 

 

It is a mistake to assume that only powerful politicians represent a negative potential 

for Lucifer. Depending on one’s thoughts, everybody can be that -, and the person 

concerned knows best. 

 

Question : Are nightmares, like the one I recently experienced in hospital, a part of these nega-

tive attacks? 

 
1 This is pure Vampirism. 
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LUKAS : Not necessarily, but it can be. You’ll find a lot of sinister rabble from the spiritual 

SIDE hanging around especially in hospitals. But a lot of HEALING ANGELS com-

prise a strong RECIPROCAL POLE. If someone lying in a hospital bed lacks trust in 

the CREATOR and on top of that curses GOD, because he blames HIM for lying in 

hospital, it will not take long before the negative WORLD can take control. PRO-

TECTION was generous in your case, but you did pick up thought emanations. But it 

could also be that a subconscious overloading by negative movies discharges at night, 

if this is the case is has nothing to do with spirit entities.   

 

Question : What prerequisites must be present before negative entities influence, possess or 

change someone’s personality? 

 

LUKAS : Holes in the aura, hardly or non-functional charkas. One’s OWN PROTECTION goes 

missing. It is as if a deep-sea diver removes his diving gear on the bottom of the 

ocean. I don’t have to elaborate about what happens next. 

 

Question : If one presumes that most cases of so-called schizophrenia are negative possessions, 

would one have to rate the people affected by it as highly psychic but quite unaware 

of “holes in their aura”?  

 

LUKAS : Well, everybody is psychic, some more, others to a lesser degree. But if 

KNOWLEDGE isn’t at hand, these types of problems must inevitably appear. Those 

that play with fire without being aware that it can burn and destroy will start an infer-

no for themselves and for others. This deplorable situation can only be changed 

through KNOWLEDGE, KNOWLEDGE, KNOWLEDGE and more KNOWLEDGE! 

Only then will the person concerned realise, with whom he is dealing with. But your 

psychologists and doctors know nothing about this! 

 

Comment : The book “Dreißig Jahre unter den Toten” (Thirty year amongst the dead) by psychia-

trist Dr. Wickland belongs, as far as I’m concerned, in the library of every psychiatric 

hospital. 

 

LUKAS : My dear friend, the time will come. - You too provide a service here that cannot be 

rated high enough. You are still of the opinion at times that this work is not really that 

important. But that is a grave error! If you were only aware of what people all around 

the world are doing with your scriptures, the number of fateful destinies that were 

avoided because people changed their attitudes based on these scriptures. You would 

ask us immediately if we could hold these meetings on a daily basis. But we would 

have to reject this notion based on reasons you’re well aware of. - Everything only 

moves step by step and must develop. The result will be that the process of reassess-

ment begins slowly at first to then gain momentum. Don’t expect an avalanche! Even 

though this comparison lacks imagination, it does fit in as much as an avalanche also 

starts slowly to then pick up speed. 

 

Question : Let’s assume that someone starts to show an interest in the spiritual side of life. He 

begins to consider those questions that deal with the meaning of life, whether there is 

life after physical death and if there are really SPIRIT ENTITIES. Just how great is 

the danger here of being negatively influenced? 
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EUPHENIUS: For a soul that starts to think about the DIVINE and begins to show an interest in the 

real reasons for BEING here on Earth, more intensive PROTECTION is provided for. 

Once a soul pursues the divine PATH, it will be encouraged to a much greater degree 

by other souls to follow that PATH. A PROTECTIVE WALL is erected to protect 

them. - Only the soul alone can attract and hold on to alien negative ENTITIES. If the 

soul’s thoughts are in a divine SENSE, it is protected by positive ENTITIES, which 

accompany and inspire it. 

 

 Free will gives every soul the right of free thought, allowing it to choose between 

positive and negative thoughts. 

 

Negative thoughts open a door allowing negative ENTITIES to let their ENERGY run 

freely. If the soul journeys with divine thoughts in its mind, divine ENTITIES will 

guide it, they will protect it so that negative ENERGIES cannot penetrate. 

 

Question : Just how much does someone that reads spiritual literature open up? 

 

EUPHENIUS: By reading spiritual books that contain GOD’S TRUTH, the soul receives, apart from 

the divine SPARK and all of LIFE’S FUNCTION which are connected with DIVINI-

TY, NOURISHMENT enabling it to spread. The divine LIGHT within is animated 

and ADVANCEMENT on a completely different LEVEL begins. 

 

Question : What has to be observed so that negative attacks can’t occur whilst one is reading?  

 

EUPHENIUS: Negative attacks can only take place when the soul turns away from the divine PATH. 

The divine PATH is marked by LOVE and all the things you know to be divine 

LAWS. Your own thoughts represent a large part of your own TRANSMITTER, 

which streams across this planet. These IMPULSES are received so that ENTITIES 

are attracted and doors can open for negative energies. Every divine entity here on 

Earth is a good RECEIVER and TRANSMITTER. 

 

Question : Let’s assume that another person already has great spiritual KNOWLEDGE. As time 

goes by the wish for practical psychic activity become ever more paramount. How 

should such a person proceed so that protected CONTACT can take place? 

 

EUPHENIUS: By asking for PROTECTION, INSPIRATION and GUIDANCE. These thoughts are 

picked up by those ENTITIES that accompany this soul. Nothing is left to chance! 

This also is according to divine LAW, so that you can fulfil the assignment you have 

imposed on yourself. If you are ready to journey along this PATH, you’ll be guided 

by the OTHER WORLD. 

 

Question : The more vividly a medium is aware of its connectedness with the POWER SOURCE 

of GOD, the more susceptible it can become to the flow and the effect of cosmic 

POWER. Is this correct? 

 

EUPHENIUS: You have to imagine this as a WHEEL of ENERGIES that opens up. The more this 

soul makes contact with divine ENERGIES the more this WHEEL will grow and be-

come lighter. It is what is “emanated”, as you might call it, through your humility, 

wisdom, LOVE - and maybe even charisma. These are those souls that wander here 

on Earth and you sometimes idolize as your new prophets.  
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Question : Wherein does one recognise these people, respectively, the medium that have gained 

this HIGH KNOWLEDGE and live accordingly? 

 

EUPHENIUS: By the fact that they have discarded any human character traits like the need for 

recognition and lust for power, and by the fact that they have conquered their egotism 

and now offer their services as SERVANTS of mankind in a divine SENSE. 

 

Question : Are there also other characteristics beyond that like a sunny, dynamic disposition and 

a positively magical emanation of their field of being, a spiritedness, friendly adroit-

ness and willing to help? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is exactly what I said all along, charisma, radiance, humanity, to accept the dignity 

of others and brotherhood. All if the things that you know as the LAWS of GOD, 

which these souls express within and have put into practice without.  

 

Question : To what degree is constancy with the circle work on our side important for you?  

 

EUPHENIUS: CONTACT through meditation, through prayer or through short mental CONNEC-

TIONS every now and then is important in securing a connection, especially in re-

gards to VIBRATIONAL ENERGIES, enabling continuous work and steady growth. 

 

Question : We selected a new piece of meditation music for tonight. Is this an example of how 

not to do it? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Just like the other music, this music has also OSCILLATIONS that promote this 

evening’s work. These musical partitions oscillate harmony, consonance and warmth. 

If you would play rock music it would disturb the proceedings. 

 

Question : How important is the location of the meeting place? 

 

EUPHENIUS: If would be perturbing if you would change the devotional room from meeting to 

meeting. Because continuance is guaranteed and we knew that, for instance, this meet-

ing would take place here tonight, we could prepare this meeting in a divine SENSE 

and guarantee PROTECTION. 

 

Comment : We ask you to tell us when measures we take have an unsettling influence on the se-

quence of proceedings. We can’t survey this with our limited power of observation.  

 

EUPHENIUS: You would become aware of it, if something would change in the transmissions. If a 

disturbance was present it would attract your attention, because we are a mirror image 

of you and you would feel it, if discomfort or discord was present. 

 

Comment : Just now the wall clock chimed. We wouldn’t really know if sounds like these have a 

disturbing affect on your side. 

 

EUPHENIUS: It doesn’t represent a disturbance, just as long as it doesn’t disturb you. 

 

Question : There are people who show a fully developed psychic ability early in life, whilst oth-

ers possess psychic abilities to a limited degree. What actually determines this? 
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EUPHENIUS: It depends on whether a soul has been given a certain ASSIGNMENT here on Earth 

to apply its psychic ability. Psychic ability is well hidden a lot of times and must indi-

rectly be drawn out and strengthened. Others are fortunate enough to have their psy-

chic ability out in the open and are able to become psychically active right away. 

 

  Be assured that every soul on Earth, through its connection with GOD and through the 

PRINCIPAL ITEM that connects all of you, is psychic and can attain contact with 

GOD, the SOURCE. 

 

 Every single soul possesses psychic abilities because all of you carry the SPARK 

of GOD within you and GOD is the CREATOR of everything. You are the RE-

CEIVER and the TRANSMITTOR for these psychic SIGNALS. 

 

An important word from our side for this circle: The first and foremost COM-

MANDMENTS are: 

 

 To trust in what you do here, 

 to trust that GOD EXISTS,  

 to trust that all the ENTITIES assembled here are entitled to announce ourselves 

here and 

 to trust in yourself, that you have the opportunity to ask for HELP and for GUID-

ANCE. 

 

Only this trust will make this fundamental work possible in a divine SENSE. It starts 

when you begin to recognise that you are guided by ENTITIES that stand in the 

LIGHT and in the SERVICE of GOD. 

 

You are not alone!  

 

You are watched over and protected! 

 

Open your CHANNEL, open your HEART for the things we inspirationally com-

municate to you - and be assured that we look after you even then when you think that 

we have abandoned you. 

 

Question : Would you describe CHRIST as “King and Conqueror” and Lucifer as the “van-

quished”? 

 

EUPHENIUS: No, even Lucifer is a soul, but one that has lost the CORE of its SOUL. But GOD will 

never give up fighting for this soul to bring him also back home to the divine 

SPHERES. The mental BATTLE between CHRIST and Lucifer was a divine AS-

SIGNMENT preventing the history of evolution of the soul’s development from being 

obstructed. This BATTLE was necessary to offer the DARK SIDE an OPPOSING 

POLARITY and thereby a DEFENCE MECHANISM.  

 

 This brought about duality here on Earth, something you still have to deal with 

even now. 

 

Question : One psychic transmissions states: 
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“When the GLORY of the FATHER reflects within you, you don’t actually have 

to take any PRECAUTIONS to PROTECT yourself anymore. Because this 

GLORY, the result of pure moral conduct and a pure heart, this GLORY alone 

suffices to protect you”. 

 

       Does this mean that the greater the number of GUARDIAN SPIRITS the greater the 

need of the circle to have this PROTECTION, because its OWN PROTECTION is 

not enough? 

 

EUPHENIUS: You must look at it from two different angles: 

 

  In the first instance: you mirror the DIVINE through your HEART. If you abide by 

divine LAWS, you are, because of your EMANATION, enjoying a particular divine 

PROTECTION. This gives you such an amount of LIGHT ENERGIES that the dark 

FORCES do not dare approach, because they are blinded by this BRIGHTNESS.  

 

  In the second instance: the PROTECTIVE CIRCLE implies that you, as souls, can 

make CONTACT with ENTITIES, meaning with us. It can certainly happen that dark 

FORCES are attracted by your LIGHT REFLECTIONS. So as not to endanger the 

meeting and to make sure that the TRANSMISSIONS are not blurred, it is necessary 

to draw a PROTECTIVE CIRCLE around you. This gives you the security and confi-

dence to open up to those ENTITIES that are in CONTACT with you. 

 

  You are not quite ready to allow your OWN LIGHT to emanate to a degree that nega-

tive ENTITIES are warded off. You are still on a path of development and you ha-

ven’t reach perfection yet. It is important for this reason to protect your souls and 

your health and that is why a PROTECTTIVE CIRCLE is necessary. This gives you 

the security and confidence allowing you to open up to the WORLD of LIGHT with-

out concerns. 

 

Question : To be able to conduct these meetings here, you, our SPIRIT TEACHERS originating 

from your bright DOMAIN, must traverse through Earth’s dark spheres. Can you 

overcome these BARRIERS without added PROTECTION because of your OWN 

EMANATIONS? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We also have HORDES of ANGELS around us that accompany us and secure our 

way. We are also subjected to points of dangers. Take note that we also haven’t 

achieved absolute PURITY, which is the AIM of all of us. 

 

Question : What measurements are taken by the spiritual realm to prepare a spiritualistic meet-

ing? 

 

EUPHENIUS: In regards to time, this is very hard to define. 

 

 The fact is that we begin to CLEANSE the area where the meeting is to take lace a 

number of days before. We begin by undertaking PURIFICATIONS and by ex-

changing ENERGIES, which will make it possible for us to make contact with 

you in regards to VIBRATIONS. 
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 It starts hours before, SPIRITUAL ENTITIES begin to assemble around this cir-

cle for your protection and through their meditative VIBRATIONS build up an 

ENERGY FIELD that makes it easier for us to establish an energetic contact with 

you. 

 

  Please remember: we do not consist of physical matter, but of VIBRATIONAL IM-

PULSES. We are ethereal and therefore need ethereal LEVELS to be able to com-

municate here! This wouldn’t be guaranteed, if (negative) SPIRIT ENTITIES would 

bring other ENERGIES into play. It is important to us, because otherwise we 

wouldn’t have the opportunity to make contact with you, be it through automatic writ-

ing, psychic voice or automatic drawing. The way you need oxygen to breathe, we 

need these ethereal ENERGIES to enable us to carry out this work. 

 

Question : It would therefore be very hindering, if the meetings were held at a different venue 

every week? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This would be very difficult, because we leave energetic LIGHT SOURCES behind in 

the rooms, where meetings take place. These are SLUICES that we open to make it 

easier for us. It would be nice to have a permanent meeting place, where only meet-

ings would take place. But this is rare and so we have to cope with what we got. We 

install LIGHT and ENERGY CENTRES on spiritual LEVELS, enabling us to estab-

lish an exchange faster and more secure. We need these CLEANSING and ENERGY 

FIELDS to make faster and more intensive contact with you, the way you need your 

oxygen reserves. 

 

Question : What should spiritual circles try to avoid so that they don’t hinder the SPIRITUAL 

REALM in their preparations for the meetings? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is important that the room where the meetings take place is not ENERGETICALLY 

disturbed through smoking or by moving furniture around. 

 

 The first important prerequisite is that the meetings are started in harmony, devo-

tion, LOVE, mutual trust and the acceptance of every single soul. 

 The second important factor is that the meeting place is filled with plenty of oxy-

gen, because you need oxygen to survive. Every breath you take is bringing you a 

step CLOSER to GOD. A well ventilated room is an important prerequisite for a 

well functioning evening! 

 As far as exterior things go it is important that people retain their sitting position 

within the circle so that no energetic DISTURBANCES occur through swapping 

and changing. Every soul makes contact with its neighbour and thereby maintains 

a LINK from one participant to another. Thereby the circle is closed though ener-

getic CONNECTIONS. These are invisible OCCURENCES you don’t conscious-

ly perceive.  

 The meditation at the start of the proceedings interconnects your individual souls 

into a NETWORK. You are connected to each other through this NETWORK and 

plugged into the LIGHT SOURCE of GOD. Meditation facilitates a calming of 

the mental faculties and also of the physical reactions. Quietness of thought is a 

prerequisite enabling you to physically, psychically and mentally prepare yourself 

and to make contact with us. During this meditation we contact every one of you 

individually and connect with all of you energetically. This meditation establishes 
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an ENERGY FIELD, a CIRCLE of LIGHT, a VORTEX of LIGHT, which make 

contact with you possible. 

 What is less important is whether you meditated before (on the same day). What is 

important is that you gain an inner quietness before getting here, that you make an 

effort for quietness and devotion. Even a prayer can facilitate contact with us! 

 A candle, representing the LIGHT of GOD and water, representing the consecrat-

ed liquid of life are symbolic objects. They have their own validity, but not the 

same importance as meditation, as airing of the room and your inner attitude and 

the way you begin this meeting tonight. 

 

Question : Of what importance is it that the opening meditation is supported by music and that 

the female and male participants are seated alternatively around the table? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is a fact that every person has female and male characteristics. It is not as important 

or necessary that women and men are arranged alternatively, because the balance be-

tween yin and yang varies from person to person, be they male or female. It evens 

things out. - Music has energetic VIBRATIONS, which supports the meditation of 

your thoughts. You can also replace this meditative music with your own singing. It 

helps you to distance yourself from your everyday problems and from your own inner 

industriousness.  

 

Question : Would utensils like gemstones, self constructed and properly aligned pyramids on or 

over the meeting table be of any advantage to you? 

 

EUPHENIUS: What is of importance to us is how your INNER QUALITIES are!  The things you 

mentioned are supportive measures, but not major ones! 

 

 What is important is that you begin the meeting with joy and with LOVE and that 

you hope to progress with your development in a divine SENSE. 

 

Gemstones, pyramids, aromas, they all have a supportive effect. They represent a 

subordinate group! Important is how you conduct this meeting with your heart! 

 

(TB: That’s right!) 
 

 The attitude of the participants is of the greatest importance in regards to your 

work!  

 

  The above mentioned things are external human stipulations that certainly have an 

effect, but from a percentage point of view, they are of little importance compared to 

what you can effectuate through your EMANATIONS, your AURA your LIGHT 

within you. 

 

Comment : The well known football trainer Sepp Herberger once said to his team: “You must 

become a team of 11 friends, otherwise you can’t win”. If all spiritual circles would 

adopt this wise saying, fewer problems would arise. 

 

EUPHENIUS: The problems within circles arise from human failures, through misunderstandings 

and because one doesn’t talk to one another openly and affectionately. Let’s take a 
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choir as an example: Just imagine a choir where people sing out of tune. It would be a 

disgrace! 

 

Question : What problems can you envisage for a circle when its composition is often changed? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This brings with it a number of FIELDS of DISTURBANCES, because it make a 

growing together of the souls into a LINKING of SOULS hardly probable. For us al-

so, as SPIRITUAL ENTITIES, it makes it hard to adjust to new FREQUENCIES of 

VIBRATION every time. This is the reason why we do not have any visitors, respec-

tively, guests present at the moment, because they bring new IMPULSES of VIBRA-

TION into the meetings, which are difficult to absorb at the moment. The circle must 

stand on solid ground to enable it to allow other LEVELS of VIBRATION to enter. 

 

 We can tell you from experience that when members of the circle change a lot, no 

continuous spiritual work can be guaranteed.  

 

 

Question : Just how difficult is it to make contact with the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is accomplished from your side through your power of thought and through your 

trust and faith. It looks more difficult from our side, because we don’t just make con-

tact on a mental basis with you, but also directly through mediums. To work directly 

though mediums take a great effort from both sides. The medium must be prepared to 

open up to this work and we have the difficult task to energetically HARMONISE 

with this medium. We also need feedback from the SPIRITUAL REAM. We require a 

save TUNNEL from the SPIRITUAL REALM to here on Earth to be able to do this 

work with you and other mediums.  

 

 It isn’t all that easy to traverse the spiritual LAYERS and atmospheric disturb-

ances around EARTH. It also takes a great EFFORT and DEVOTION on our part 

to accomplish this in the NAME of GOD and as SERVANTS of GOD. 

 

Question :   How difficult is it to arrange contact with the SANTINER? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This represents a simple interaction from our side, because we can interconnect on a 

mental level very quickly. When we meet the SANTINER the exchange of ideas hap-

pens very fast. - Because the SANTINER still have human form and physical ENER-

GY, it takes a special IMPULSE of EXCHANGE. 

 

Question : Is it always necessary that CONTACT with the SPIRITUAL REALM happens first 

before CONTACT with the SANTINER can be accomplished? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is certainly the case in most instances that contact takes place through us, as SPIR-

ITUAL ENTITIES, at first and that we establish contact, because we would already 

have devised conditions that allow the SANTINER to make contact without DIS-

TURBANCES. 

 

 It is very rare that the SANTINER have direct contact to people on Earth. But ex-

ceptions do exist when the SANTINER think it appropriate - whatever the reasons.  
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Question : How great is the danger that negative entities take control of people who are quite 

unaware that they are psychic? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These people, who are quite unprotected, haven’t recognised the fact that they can 

protect themselves! Because it is too late most of the time, psychic illnesses are the 

result of this. Everybody has the right and the determination to protect themselves 

against certain ENERGIES. It happens quite often that these people do not recognise 

the fact that they are dealing with the devil, who is seeking out those souls that repre-

sent easy prey. These people experiment with themselves and are heading for disaster.  

 

  Every child and every infant has inspirational perceptions. A baby knows which adult 

means well and which one doesn’t. Even a child - and be it ever so small - has the op-

portunity to protect itself - unless an adult, because of his or her power, breaks the 

child. A child is inspirationally aware where danger comes from. Adults play with 

these perceptions, because they can’t classify them and it can happen that they slide 

into the WORLD of darkness. 

 

Question : What takes place within people who run amok? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Running amok doesn’t eventuate at the spur of the moment, there is always a prehisto-

ry. A possession doesn’t happen at a moments notice so that somebody suddenly runs 

amok, but takes some preparation. The negative entities know too well how to entice 

and promote these people. It is a slow process, bringing with it changes of character 

and actions, that are not recognised as one’s own actions after the event.  

 

Question : May a medium apply its psychic abilities for its own benefit? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Not only the medium may apply these abilities, but everybody may, because all peo-

ple have psychic abilities. Even a prayer can effect a healing! A medium is primarily a 

CHANNEL between the SPIRITUAL WORLD and the physical world. He or she of-

fers his or her service as a BEARER of INFORMATION, conveying KNOWLEDGE 

and capabilities. Trough its activity, a medium receives ENERGIES, the way this me-

dium here also receives ENERGIES, which are of a positive nature and have a posi-

tive effect throughout the whole organism of the physical body. This also is a GIFT 

from GOD, even thou the medium does not perceive this rationally. 

 

 But a medium shouldn’t exploit this CONTACT to gain commercial profit from it. 

 

 Objection : There are mediums that have become very rich because of their psychic abilities. One 

example is Uri Geller from Israel. He retired from show business to test his aptitude in 

trying to find oil and diamonds. With great success! Geller is now a millionaire. He 

possesses flats and houses in many countries all around the world. It must therefore be 

allowed to make money with one’s psychic ability. 

 

EUPHENIUS: Everything is allowed! But what remains on the wrong side of the ledger, why this 

work was initially attempted, that has withered away. His soul is surrounded by shad-

ows and his abilities have been taken away. 

 

Objection : I don’t understand this! Geller must have got hold of his psychic ENERGIES from 

somewhere, the way our medium here does. 
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EUPHENIUS: These ENERGIES were present within him. But over time, they have ebbed away, 

because they were not positively employed. He did receive ENERGIES that produced 

these physical objects. These ENERGIES are not cut off from one day to the next, but 

our side at first endeavoured to contact him to lead him back onto the divine PATH. It 

possible for him to apply his abilities in a negative fashion for some time.  

 

 

 

 

Question : Was this a misuse of divine ENERGY? 

 

EUPHENIUS: If you want to express it like that. - Yes, that’s the way to look at it. His abilities, re-

ceived as a GIFT of GOD, were not applied by him in a divine SENSE. 

 

Question : What else could be construed as “misuse” of psychic abilities? 

 

LUKAS : Well, this is an extensive chapter and would probably preoccupy the whole evening. It 

starts when one’s divine FACULTIES and received POWERS are employed against 

GOD’S PLAN for mankind, meaning, misuse of intelligence to bring about destruc-

tion, misuse of psychic faculties to make money, misuse of psychic faculties to deceive 

others and to trick them. Everything under the banner of “black magic” is a part of 

this. A truly gigantic theme. - It also includes ignoring and disobeying divine LAWS 

and the misuse of divine ENERGY, because it is LIFE’S ENERGY, which you, as 

physical beings, receive from GOD, and it also includes the application of these EN-

ERGIES for wrongful purposes and out of contexts. 

 

Question : Does this mean that one shouldn’t be paid for a provided spiritual healings? 

 

LUKAS : No, it doesn’t mean that at all. But it means that you should leave the amount they 

want to give you up to them. In this way you don’t have to worry about it. Everyone 

ought to pursue their own trade or profession and not make a living out of it. But 

money often entices mediums also! 

 

Question : What is your opinion of the money-making schemes of seminars and especially of 

Reiki? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These are decisions that every individual soul has to make on its own behalf here on 

Earth. Reiki is an ENERGY that is promoted, controlled and escorted by the divine 

SIDE. It is within the range of your free will to decide how much you are prepared to 

pay for it. Be assured that you can also allow healing PROCESSES to flow through 

your hands without Reiki to have the same effect that you have gained through your 

training in Reiki. These are shadow plays and you’re hiding behind your own shadow: 

 

 You, as human beings, have all these abilities within you! You have all 

KNOWLEDGE within you! All of it is stored in your divine SPARK! Be prepared 

to open up this divine SPARK and you’ll recognise that you don’t need any semi-

nars. 
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You can feed and nourish your INNER FLAME, which is a part of GOD, by recog-

nising and by giving the divine LAWS to others. If you can accept the way you are, in 

a divine SENSE, SERVANTS and CHILDREN of GOD, if you can accept that you 

have abilities to send LOVE, to show humility, to show compassion for others and all 

of the things that tie in with divine LAW, your FLAME will grow and radiate into a 

gigantic AURA of LIGHT transmitting to the outside everything that affiliates WIS-

DOM and divine LOVE. 

 

 

 

Question : Are spiritual seminars and presentation therefore useless? 

 

EUPHENIUS: No, you can’t look at it like that, because through theses seminars you find out some-

thing more about yourself and you gain INFORMATION that will make you think 

about yourself. Consider it to be a reflection of your own senses. Take into account 

that you haven’t discovered your divine SPARK, which allows you to perceive that 

you have all TRUTHS within you. 

 

Comment : But the question is: just how much do human beings believe in this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This brings us back to the topic of trust: trust in the highest commandment! - Working 

with a circle isn’t possible without trust! - I couldn’t communicate through this medi-

um without trust. If this medium here couldn’t muster trust in DIVINITY, our side 

couldn’t accomplish this work here. You, as human beings, could not be SERVANTS 

of GOD without trust in yourself, in yourself and in others. 

 

Question : What are the results when a working circle misuses divine ENERGY? 

 

LUKAS : Well, you would have to be aware of this, because some of you here have experienced 

this already. It usually ends up in a state of nonchalance, dare I say simple mindedness 

of the members, that you do not scrutinise the information given or you didn’t prepare 

the meeting adequately. I don’t want to reiterate again what it takes. All of you are 

aware of it. It is generally obstinacy that destroys a lot! One could say quite a lot 

about that. Even if only a few members are the initiators, it is always the whole circle 

that fails. 

 

Question : What are the consequences of that? 

 

LUKAS : Well, you mean for individual members? - The consequences can be very polymor-

phic. The worst case scenario would be the commitment into a psychiatric clinic and 

the least that could happen would be a complete turning away from any form of spir-

itualism. The danger then arises that the person concerned is looking for compensa-

tion and might end up surrendering to all kinds of addiction when trying to still the 

pain within his soul. Only very few people are able to withstand the temptation. But 

these are the ones we are working with here, they have managed to master some of the 

more important mental storms in their lives, mastered with the HELP of the LORD, 

because they have prayed for help. 

 

  (TB: They way you have.) 
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Question : Does one loose ones psychic faculties because of the consumption of stimulants like 

smoking or alcoholic beverages? 

 

LUKAS : If you talk about the positive ASPECTS, that can certainly happen. But the possibility 

that negative entities approach these people is there and then spontaneous possessions 

can take place, which could have dire consequences for the person concerned and for 

other people also. 

 

Question : Are there PROTECTIVE MEASURES we haven’t yet taken into consideration? 

 

LUKAS : No, not really. All ASPECTS have been mentioned. You must abide by these. That is 

all. We have told you everything that will make an immaculate progression of a spir-

itual CONNECTION with GOD’S SPIRIT-WORLD possible. All you have to do is to 

keep reminding yourselves about it. - Unfortunately human beings forget very quick-

ly. 

 

Question : Wherein lays the difference between the PROTECTIVE SET-UP of the SANTINER 

and the SPIRIT TEACHERS? 

 

LUKAS : They all need protection, but in respect to HIGHER ENTITIES it can be very limited 

because of their OWN EMANATIONS. CHRIST also entered absolute darkness in 

company of a large ENTOURAGE, when leading a mental BATTLE against his apos-

tasic BROTHER. - ARCHANGELS accompanying CHRIST would also enjoy a simi-

lar PROTECTIVE CHAPERONAGE, if they wanted to advance into the lowest 

spheres. But this was the exception and because of the magnificent deed of CHRIST, 

this is not necessary anymore. The POWER of Lucifer these days is limited to his 

suggestive POWERS, which can only be very strong, when people resonate in regards 

to his innuendos. 

 

  (TB: That is correct!) 
 

Question : What POWER has prayer in regards to psychic work? 

 

LUKAS : The highest! - Prayers are in first place, because people must concentrate on the words 

and on the thoughts. It doesn’t look all that promising in regards to the ability to con-

centrate with most people when they meditate. But this can be learned and practiced. - 

But who is ready to do it? 

 

Question : A young woman in Spain is able to bend a strip of metal enclosed in a test tube and 

then bend it back again to its original state through her mental concentration. She 

doesn’t touch the piece of metal! Doctors have established that her body temperature 

is raised during the bending of metallic objects whilst the blood pressure is somewhat 

lower. The activity of the brain shows typical alpha waves, which are normally pro-

duced by the brain when resting. This is an extraordinary situation even within para-

psychology. - Do these people have to fulfil a spiritual ASSIGNMENT? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This woman presents science with an enigma and this is an enigma that scientists 

can’t resolve purely with their mind. They have to look beyond the restrictions of their 

minds. They must recognise that they’re dealing with a phenomenon here that is not 

from this world. 
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Question : Who or what exerts force on the strips of metal and can this form of psychic work be 

classified under “protected contact”? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s the way it is! This woman is a medium that is mentally unaware - I repeat it 

one more time: mentally unaware - that she co-operates with positive SPIRIT ENTI-

TIES. The soul, the ASSIGNMENT and her karmic TASK are the reason for this 

work. 

 

Question : What does the SPIRITUAL REALM have to say about the following explanation 

given during an interview with a “psychology and associated fields of psychology” 

professor at the University of Freiburg: 

 

“There is a tendency by the human psyche to put subconscious thoughts and 

concepts into motion. When using a pendulum or “moving glasses”, uncon-

scious muscle movements are responsible for the deflection of the pendulum, re-

spectively the glasses”. 

 

EUPHENIUS: A poor and misguided man. He will one day also realise that there is more than what 

he can perceive here. The actual muscle movements are controlled by energetic 

CONNECTIONS between the medium and the SPIRIT TEACHER and vice versa. It 

is this CONNECTION that is the necessary ingredient when working with a tensor or 

a pendulum. The pendulum or the tensor can’t be motivated without muscle move-

ment. The IMPULSES go via thought waves to the muscle controlling devices. How 

else can a tensor or a pendulum start moving? 

 

Question : Are you telling us that thought waves of ENTITIES from the SPIRITUAL REALM 

activate the muscles? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s the way it is. That is the ORIGINAL SOURCE. 

 

Question : Scientists from the Max-Planck-Institute for physiology and clinical research in Bad 

Nauheim have managed to verify that human beings - as all other vertebrates - actual-

ly have a “third eye”. According to the statements made by researchers, the “third 

eye” consists of a gland, the epiphyses, situated in the middle brain. Even if this organ 

still remains a mystery, it is at least reasonable well researched in many animals - the 

lower order of vertebrates, fish, amphibians and reptiles at least. Here the “third eye” 

is actually situated in a small indentation in the middle of the forehead. Is the third eye 

therefore actually physically present? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The third eye is certainly present physically and medically and can be explained and 

recognised. It’s just that nobody looks at it! - Through the third eye the world above 

this dimension opens up. You can see ENTITIES -, see us and you have the oppor-

tunity to see beyond the normal five senses. 

 

Objection : We haven’t been able to see you yet! 

 

EUPHENIUS: My friend, your third eye hasn’t completely matured yet. Work on yourself! The basic 

prerequisite is that you claim the right to fulfil your ASSIGNMENT here on Earth and 
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that you place GOD’S TRUST in yourself and in all the divine ENTITIES that ac-

company you, so you can accomplish your work in a divine SENSE. 

 

 The third eye can only be activated through your divine WORK. You are the blind 

amongst those that can SEE!  

 

Question : Because of Max Planck one is aware these days that the building blocks of our physi-

cal matter developed from compressed energy. In the broadest sense of the word, they 

are continuously exchanging energy and information with all existing systems of the 

universe.  Does a similar exchange of energy and information take place in regards to 

spiritual CONTACTS with the SPIRITUAL REALM? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This ACTIVITY is present and you can certainly verify it. 

 

Question : Do high temperatures in the meeting hall hinder the psychic transmissions? 

 

EUPHENIUS: High temperatures are for us, as spiritual ENTITIES, a hindrance, because we consist 

of ENERGY and STREAMS of LIGHT. We always have to try to create an equilibri-

um that allows us to maintain a permeable CONTACT so answers can flow. Consider 

that ENERGIES are also REFLECTORS of LIGHT, which under higher temperatures 

find it hard to move. 

 

Question : How much do weather conditions like storms, tempests etc. disturb your transmis-

sions? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These natural vibrations do not represent a significant disturbing factor for us in re-

gards to meetings. They can be fended off by the PROTECTION that exists all around 

us. 

 

Question : Does it disturb your transmissions when members of the circles talk to each other? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It doesn’t directly disturb our transmissions, but the medium might loose mental con-

tact with us and this can result in breaks during the writing phase and also the oral 

phase of the meeting. 

 

Question : What happens in regards to fully-automatic writing? 

 

EUPHENIUS: For as long as the others discuss spiritual things at the same time, it wouldn’t create a 

problem. The medium could even read a book and the transmissions of psychic writ-

ing would flow just the same. 

 

Question : Wherein lays the problem when changing from semi-automatic to fully-automatic 

writing?  

 

EUPHENIUS: It mainly and originally consists of divine trust and in the opening of the HIGHER 

CHANNEL. 

 

Question : How can one eliminate deceptions and the deliberate misguidance by spirit entities 

from the lower spheres? 
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EUPHENIUS: Interference by negative ENTITIES cannot be completely filtered out of psychic writ-

ing and speaking. Intuitively observe whether you have managed to make an INNER 

CONNECTION with us, as BEINGS of LIGHT and you’ll feel immediately when 

DISTURBING FREQUENCIES appear. 

 

 For as long as you uphold divine LAWS and participate in these meetings with 

your HEART, these types of ENTITIES will not be able to gain access to the VI-

BRATIONS of your BODY.  

 

Question : Which psychic activity is the safest in your opinion? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Full-trance medium ship for instance is the highest LEVEL to receive high quality 

transmissions from the OTHER WORLD. When in a half-automatic state you assimi-

late thoughts from us ENTITIES. 

 

Question : How great is the security with automatic writing? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The security with full-automatic writing is to be regarded as the equal of full-trance 

speaking. The security is substantiated by the fact that a genuine CHANNEL can flow 

from the medium to the SPIRIT TEACHER as well as from the SPIRIT TEACHER to 

HIGHER ANGELS. It acts like a DOUBLE STRAP, tied in a fashion that an intimate 

mental, spiritual, thought and emotional CONNECTION is present. 

 

Question : What is the situation like with a telepathic connection? 

 

EUPHENIUS: There the connection is only coupled to the ENTITY that makes a telepathic connec-

tion with the medium. This is safeguarded through the high psychic quality that sup-

ports the telepathy. Only one particular ENTITY will announce itself, never more be-

cause otherwise we would be dealing with a psychic illness that would have to be rat-

ed as negative. 

 

Question : Is there a guaranteed dependable PERMANENT CONNECTION with the SPHERES 

of LIGHT? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This guarantee doesn’t exist, unless you live a life in a divine CONTEXT here on 

Earth. The CONNECTION with us will continue to exist unless you decide to cut it 

off. 

 

 The past has shown that many souls have cut off their inner connection with the 

SPIRITUAL REALM. This separation is always initiated from the physical side, 

never from the SOULS present in the HIGHER SPHERES. 

 

Question : Should we at the beginning of the meeting, because of security reasons, ask the spirit 

entities that announce themselves to attest that they are here in the NAME of GOD 

and whether they accept CHRIST as their LORD and conqueror of Lucifer? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Consider the fact that there are also hoaxing spirits that would attest to anything and 

that you couldn’t be sure whether you had established a positive CONTACT, in spite 

of it.  
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 This represents no guarantee for a positive SOURCE of INFORMATION! 

 

  Listen to your feelings, your inspirations and everything your HEART tells you. You 

can only test it with your own HEART! 

 

Objection : It is said that hoaxing spirits allow very rarely that one places CHRIST above their 

lord and master. Many a spirit entity is supposed to have shown its true colours when 

asked to swear such an oath. 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is only then possible, if your are capable of recognising this. Questions like these 

can only be asked by people that have dealt with this subject for a long time. They will 

recognise whatever is hidden behind it. People beginning to make contact with the 

WORLD of the SOULS are often exposed to dangers, because they don’t familiarise 

themselves with the LEGALITIES of MAKING CONTACT and therefore end up in 

the wrong PLACE.  

 

Question : Does a connection on a mental basis presuppose a consubstantiality of both partners? 

 

EUPHENIUS: You have a saying here on Earth: “Each to his own”. We are also in contact with you 

and we also feel great LOVE for you and we have selected you so that we can under-

take this WORK here with you.  

 

Question : Does consubstantiality include the spiritual LEVEL of DEVELOPMENT? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is not what we implied! What is of importance is that you are willing to choose 

GOD’S WAY and also willing to learn KNOWLEDGE, true KNOWLEDGE from 

GOD. It doesn’t deal with variance between the developmental levels of souls. You 

have a chance to catch up! 

 

Question : What exactly is the POWER of OD? 

 

EUPHENIUS: OD is the BREATH of GOD, present within everyone. You have come to life through 

OD and through OD you are willing to exist here on Earth. Every breath you take is a 

BREATH of GOD and bear in mind that without breath, life would be impossible. 

Breath allows you to reach HIGHER meditative VIBRATIONS. The correct applica-

tion of the POWER of OD gives you the opportunity to awaken your SPIRITUAL 

BIRTHRIGHT. 

 

Question : What effect has OD during a meeting? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It doesn’t play a big part here in our meetings, because your breath releases OD EN-

ERGY, which in turn is transformed into divine ENERGY here and which we 

TRANSFORM into delicate VIBRATIONS. 

 

Objection : Thus OD ENERGY is important after all!  

 

EUPHENIUS: For you, as participants of the circle, this POWER isn’t important. We need this OD to 

transform divine ENERGY so that we can reach you. 
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Question : Once you have withdrawn our ENERGY, do we get it back? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s the way it is! It is therefore important that you remain in the meeting room 

(after the session), so you can get this POWER and ENERGY back. 

 

Question : Are people a SOURCE of OD? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Every living thing here on Earth is a SOURCE of OD, which is connected with the 

divine SOURCE of OD of the CREATOR.  

 

Question : There are many, some of them quite well-known scientists, who experiment with me-

diums and who have had excellent results. These works are hardly acknowledged in 

spite of that, or shall we say because of that. These scientific works have hardly ad-

vanced mankind, on the contrary - customs and behaviourisms decline more and more 

and ungodliness blossoms. Where will this end? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The way you describe it - it will end in chaos and in ruin. But we can also see that 

there are people like you who believe in more that just what the sciences put in front 

of you. If this wasn’t the case, we wouldn’t be here and we wouldn’t waste our ener-

getic THOUGHTS. The sciences will have to recognise that it can’t keep these 

THINGS a secret anymore. They have to acknowledge the fact that there are PHE-

NOMENON’S that defy measuring and that can’t be duplicated on the spot. This will 

come about in the next 30 years. 

 

Question : Opening a newspaper these days and reading about all the atrocities committed all 

around the world one asks the question, what else has to happen before the CREA-

TOR will say: “enough is enough!” 

 

EUPHENIUS: The CREATOR will never say: “enough is enough!” And if HE only saves one or two 

souls from this chaos, it will be considered a VICTORY. 

 

Question : One last question: Psychic work in harmony with CREATION is the goal to strive for. 

What is the best way to realise this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is an excellent closing question, because it contains all the questions that have 

already been answered. Psychic work in a DIVINE SENSE can only be done when it 

comes from your heart. What you also have to recognise is that your are only a small 

COG in a LARGE GEARBOX. But the smallest of gears needs a large machine to 

move it.  You are a PART of something LARGER and this LARGER something need 

you, however SMALL you might be. Have the courage to proceed on this path in a 

divine SENSE. 

 

Participant : We thank you and the TEAM for all the efforts you made in bringing us the TRUTH. 

A hearty thank you also for all your numerous transmissions, which have managed to 

shed more light into the darkness of our insufficient knowledge. 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is on us to thank you and we hope that every one of you will take a piece of the 

TRUTH with them, not only within your consciousness but also within your heart. All 
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of you are encouraged to carry the LIGHT into the darkness and don’t believe for a 

moment that such a small LIGHT has no effect. You too can change a lot, even if its 

only finding and recognising your own divine CENTRE, the fact that you are unique 

and that you have taken over this ASSIGNMENT voluntarily and that this PATH 

you‘re on is the right one. 

 

   You have found out a lot about the actions between SPIRIT ENTITIES and you as 

human souls. You have touched upon a lot of points that are necessary to establish 

and to safeguard CONTACT with us. But all of this can only be accomplished when 

you recognise that such work can only be done through a LOVING HEART and one’s 

INNER divine CENTRE. 

 

  We wish you for your future a lot of LOVE and time on your hands to read the proto-

cols so that you can process all the things we have given you through the transmis-

sions within your circle. Human beings tend to forget a lot and you would be aston-

ished about all the things that have been transmitted from our side in regards to help 

and support. 

 

  All of us wish you in these times the LIGHT of GOD, the STRENGTH and the ability 

to recognise the things that are important and positive for your soul. Look into the 

mirror of your soul and recognise that you are a part of everyone. We ask you not to 

forget this, because you are often wrenched out of your inner CORE during your eve-

ryday life. 

 

  Be aware that these meetings must be very well prepared by your side as well as by 

our side. You must do your part of the work to maintain a PROTECTED FRAME-

WORK to be able to receive highly qualitative TRANSMISSIONS. We hope that eve-

rything that you were told will germinate like a SEED within you and that you will 

become strong and protective for others. 

 

  We thank you in the NAME of GOD for the opportunity to make this possible - and 

that it is possible to proclaim the WORD of GOD here. We are also not in a position 

to know everything, because we haven’t progressed far enough on our DEVELOP-

MENTAL JOURNEY to recognise all the things that the CREATOR stands for. We 

thank you for all the questions and for all the themes we have worked upon. Remem-

ber that we too don’t know everything and that we haven’t experienced the OMNIS-

CIENCE that GOD, JESUS and HIGHER PLACED ANGELS have experienced for 

themselves. We are also still walking this path and are pleased that you accompany us 

on this path. 

 

 Remember your divine LIGHT. Send it out! It represents the SIGNAL and the 

POWER SOURCES that will always allow you to make CONTACT with positive 

ENTITIES from other SPHERES. 

 Have trust! Direct your thoughts towards the bright LIGHT and you’ll be con-

nected to a CHANNEL that leads directly to the HIGHER REALM of LIGHT. 

 

We thank you for all your questions and hope that our answers inspire new thoughts 

within you and generate new questions. The TEAM and I wish you a wonderful, har-

monious and dynamic week. And we hope that you envision within yourself that what 

we do here represents only a small SECTION of the WHOLE of what your are miss-
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ing. This picture is only a small section, allowing you a minute view of something 

that is omnipresent.  

 

Contemplate the answers you received and don’t get downhearted if some of it isn’t 

clear and comprehensible. We ask you to prepare additional questions for the next 

time, so that we get the opportunity to fill these gaps, thereby strengthening your faith. 

We close this meeting in the NAME of the LORD. May LIGHT enter your HEARTS 

and may you have the STRENGTH to allow this LIGHT to flow from you for the 

benefit of mankind on Earth. 

 

 

* * * * * * * 

 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE: 

 

You ask how you can find the spiritual path. The answer is: “Say little - LOVE a lot - give everything 

- don’t judge anyone - strive for everything that is pure and good - and never give up! We know that 

your are often tired and disillusioned and when we say: “Never give up”, you laugh and say: This is 

easy for you to say WHITE EAGLE”, and then we laugh with you. But be aware that this represents 

a part of ancient KNOWLEDGE, the secret of progress and success. In everything you plan to do, 

proceed steadfastly and faithfully forward! You are often tempted to give up. But that wouldn’t be 

very good my friend. Hold on tight to the reins and never give up. 

 

If you want to serve GOD and your fellow man you have to learn to uphold the GOOD; to avoid 

conflict and turmoil so you can reach those dizzy heights. To begin with, learn to visit the heavenly 

realm on a level that is attainable for you, by sitting in a place of tranquillity and peace. Divine 

POWER can then flow inside of you; this will restore you so that you can, as a useful instrument, 

champion the redemption of mankind. 

 

So many things are taken for granted. It is of course only right to expect beauty, TRUTH and LOVE, 

but never take it for granted. For all the things you receive say thanks you from within your heart. 

Whenever your heart wants to allow its gratefulness to flow forth, all the centres of your being open 

up to receive BLESSINGS of LOVE and happiness, health and peace and good will from GOD. 

 

Sometimes you might think that GOD and the SPIRITUAL REALM forgotten you and that they 

don’t show any compassion for your suffering and your pain. But they understand the pain and the 

fear within your heart all to well. They know what you need; and all those that care for you and guide 

you in line with the LAWS of GOD are here also.  

 

Learn to think, live and work consciously in the PRESENCE of GOD. This PRESENCE is always 

here. Your lesser self, so burdensome to you, endeavours to keep you here on Earth. But your 

HIGHER SELF is at one with infinite, eternal life. 

 

 


